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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Excited and proud
Heather MacKenzie, WCW President

I

am looking forward to the WCW Annual Conference and
Exhibition to be held in Winnipeg this fall at the RBC
Convention Centre from September 18-21, 2018. The
theme for this year’s Conference is “Water, the Platinum
Standard,” selected to celebrate the 70 th anniversary of
Western Canada Water.
We are excited about the planned Exhibition Birthday
Bash and 70 th Anniversary Gala. Keynote speaker, Mr. Irving
Leblanc, P.Eng., Director of Housing, Infrastructure and
Emergency Services with Assembly of First Nations, should
bring great content and perspective to our Opening Session.
As I write this, the Program Committee is finalizing the
schedule from the over 100 paper submissions received.
Visit the Conference website for up to date information on the
Conference and to register at wcw18.wcwwa.ca.
On the 70 th Anniversary of Western Canada Water, I am
proud to see our organization adapt to the changes in our
industry to remain a relevant association for water professionals
from across Western Canada – an association to turn to for
professional growth, education and networking. Amongst
other improvements, WCW is updating technology with an
updated Association Management System (see page 28),

which is more mobile friendly and provides more flexibility for
communications.
I’m looking forward to seeing you at the Conference this
September in Winnipeg!

I am proud to see our organization adapt to the changes in
our industry to remain a relevant association for water
professionals from across Western Canada.

Consulting Engineers Serving Western Canada

MUNICIPAL SERVICES

◆

www.mpe.ca
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WATER RESOURCES

◆

BUILDING SERVICES

Proud of Our Past… Building the Future

The Environmental and
Efficient Choice
Save time and money with our specialized services
for continuous water flow.

Serving municipalities, developers, engineers and contractors in Western Canada
and beyond, our team can connect or divert your water flow. We offer HOT TAPS,
LINE STOPS AND VALVE INSERTIONS.
Your benefits:
• Reduced costs – no shutdown required – no water loss
• No chlorination or water quality issues

7506 Mount Lawn Road
Edmonton, AB
780-479-4073
For more information call

Toll Free 1-877-479-4073
www.nspawliuk.com

CELEBRATING OUR 71ST YEAR

EDITORIAL

The Strength of Many.
TheThe
Power
of One.
Strength
of Many.
Protecting
public
The Power of
One.health
Bill Brant, Editor, Western Canada Water Magazine

H

between contaminated water and illness. This
did lead to some efforts to choose better
sources in many communities, but there were
still misunderstandings as to the causes of
waterborne diseases. There was also a limited
understanding of the treatment processes
available in those days. Clarification (usually
in settling basins), granular sand filtration and
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Before the early 20th century,
diseases like cholera, typhoid
fever and dysentery ravaged

the human population, even in the so-called
‘developed’ world. The famous Broad Street
well incident in London, UK, in 1854, led to
Dr. John Snow’s discovery of the connection
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the future
of water
more clearly

and design for
it today

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

2018
JUNE
1
MWWA 2018 Golf Tournament
La Salle, MB
www.mwwa.net

22
Hydrant Flow Testing (AWWOA)
Calgary, AB
awwoa.ca/training

SEPTEMBER
1
SWWA’s Due Diligence
Swift Current, SK
swwa.ca/events

2
2018 Annual SWWA Golf Tournament
Swift Current, SK
swwa.ca/events

5-6
Pumps, Motors and Electronics (AWWOA)
Calgary, AB
awwoa.ca/training

5-6
CWWA Window on Ottawa
Ottawa, ON
www.cwwa.ca

11-14
ACE18 Annual Conference and Exposition
Las Vegas, NV
www.awwa.org

13
Hydrant Flow Testing (AWWOA)
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ca/training

13-16
CSCE Annual Conference
Fredericton, NB
csce2018.ca

18
AWWOA Golf Tournament
Kananaskis, AB
awwoa.ca/events

19
Confined Space Entry & Monitor (AWWOA)
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ca/training

20-21
Hydrant Maintenance & Operation (AWWOA)
Calgary, AB
awwoa.ca/training

20
Fall Protection (AWWOA)
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ca/training
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18-21
Western Canada Water 2018 Annual Conference
Winnipeg, MB
wcw18.wcwwa.ca

29-Oct. 3
WEFTEC 2018
New Orleans, LA
weftec.org

NOVEMBER
5-7
CWWA National Water & Wastewater Conference
Montreal, PQ
weftec.org

6-8
SWWA 2018 Annual Conference & Tradeshow
Saskatoon, SK
swwa.ca/events

11-15
AWWA Water Quality Technology Conference and Exposition
Toronto, ON
www.awwa.org

12-16
Northern Territories Water and Waste Association 2018 Conference
Yellowknife, NT
ntwwa.com/conference-events

14-16
AWWOA Water Week
Edmonton, AB
awwoa.ca

26-27
Canadian Stormwater Institue Conference
Calgary, AB
csic.wcwea.org

27
ALDIP Stormwater Workshop
Calgary, AB
csic.wcwea.org

2019
FEBRUARY
24-27
MWWA Annual Conference and Tradeshow
Winnipeg, MB
mwawa.net

MINIMIZE YOUR MUNICIPAL SLUDGE VOLUMES AND COSTS
WITH NORDEVCO’S BACTIDOMUS® TECHNOLOGY
COMPARATIVE COSTS TO ELIMINATE 1,000
CUBIC METERS OF MUNICIPAL LAGOON SLUDGE
$25,000.00
$20,000.00
$15,000.00
$10,000.00
$5,000.00
$0.00
Dredge
and Inject

Dredge, Bag, Dry
and Land Apply

‘Dredge and Inject’ and ‘Dredge, Bag and Dry Land Apply’ costs are based on
information provided to Nordevco by various lagoon owners/operators for results
of tenders issued in 2010/2011 and may not accurately reflect current prices.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: www. Nordevco.net
Email: info@nordevco.net
Phone: 1.204.261.1801

NEWS FROM THE FIELD
WINNIPEG, MB

PRINCE ALBERT, SK

The repair tab for Winnipeg’s water-treatment plant will
be millions less than a worst-case-scenario envisioned by
engineers – provided the city dispenses with a chemicalproduction facility at the Rural Municipality of Springfield site.
Winnipeg’s water and waste department says it has
spent $615,000 to date to address deficiencies at its
eight-year-old plant, which was completed just east of the
Red River Floodway at a cost of $300-million; and it will
cost $5.64 million to address the remaining problems.
Council water and waste chair Brian Mayes (St. Vital) said
this comes as something of a relief, since engineers originally
estimated the repairs could be much higher before the City
filed a lawsuit in an effort to recover some of the costs. “It’s
better than the potential for $20 or $30 million, which was the
number being used in the lawsuit. Our staff has taken a look
at what we can do to mitigate our losses,” Mayes said.
One of those mitigation measures involves the
potential decommissioning of a failed sodium hypochloriteproduction facility originally built on site. The City built a
facility to produce the disinfectant compound on site to
eliminate the risk of vehicle collisions with trains carrying
pure chlorine very close to the urban centre.
“When the plant was built there was some argument to
do it on site for security reasons, for public safety reasons. I
don’t know what the staff now view as the safety or security
issues, if they’re confident that we can go forward with
bringing it from outside,” Mayes said. “Obviously, there are
some questions the public’s going to have.”
Winnipeg’s water and waste department said there is no
risk involved in transporting sodium hypochlorite, which
is nowhere near as volatile as pure chlorine. “Since our
equipment for generating sodium hypochlorite on site has
failed, we simply purchase bulk sodium hypochlorite and
have it trucked into the water treatment plant to treat the
water,” City spokesperson Michelle Finley said. “We do not
have any safety concerns with this approach. Both methods
that have been used do not handle [or] involve pure chlorine.
We are working to complete a business case to determine
the optimum solution – be it fixing the equipment or
continue hauling sodium hypochlorite.”
The construction of the treatment plant upgraded
Winnipeg’s water quality through a series of additional
purification measures, including ultraviolet radiation and
biologically active carbon filtration that removes algae,
microorganisms and potential pathogens.
Since it opened in 2009, the plant has suffered from a
series of problems, none of which affect water quality.
In 2015, the city attempted to recover funds for the
repairs by filing a lawsuit against its consulting firm, its
construction company, and eight other firms. This court
action evaporated in 2017, when the city disclosed it took
too long to file a statement of claim. CAO Doug McNeil said
this deprived taxpayers of a chance to recover between
$6 million and $20 million.
Source: CBC News

Ground was brokem April 3 on a new water reservoir in
Prince Albert.
Mayor Greg Dionne was joined by Saskatchewan’s
Government Relations Minister Warren Kaeding to announce
construction on the River Street reservoir, which is expected
to be completed by the end of 2018 and is one of two new
reservoirs that will be built in the city.
“The construction of this new reservoir was a result
of our 2016 water crisis,” Dionne said in a news release,
referring to the Husky oil spill that left the city’s water supply
contaminated. “At that time, water supply was identified as a
risk – one that we are now correcting through this project.”
The reservoir will increase Prince Albert’s water storage
capacity to four days from two days, according to the city.
The federal government is contributing $6 million to the
$12-million project, while the province is adding $3 million.
The remainder will be covered by the city.
Dionne said plans are also in the works to upgrade two
existing water reservoirs.
Source: CTV News
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EDMONTON, AB
On April 3, Alberta and Canada announced a bilateral
agreement providing over $3.3 billion in federal funding, with
a significant green infrastructure component.
Amarjeet Sohi, Minister of Infrastructure and Communities,
and the Honourable Sandra Jansen, Alberta Minister
of Infrastructure, announced the signing of the bilateral
agreement that will provide more funding through
the Investing in Canada plan over the next decade
for infrastructure projects. These projects will be costshared with the Alberta government, municipalities, and
other partners.
Over 10 years, Ottawa will provide slightly more than
$1 billion in dedicated green infrastructure funding to
Alberta, which will be directed towards an enhanced natural
and structural capacities to adapt to climate change; an
increased capacity to treat and manage stormwater and
wastewater; and increased access to potable water.
The announced funding builds on Alberta’s 2018 Capital
Plan, which commits $26.6 billion over five years to support
priority infrastructure projects across the province.

HOPE, BC
The Council of Canadians gathered at Nestlé’s bottling
plant in Hope, BC on April 3 to challenge its sustainability
certification and to call on Premier John Horgan to phase out
bottled water takings across the province.
“We’re here to call out Nestlé on its ‘bluewashing.’ Its
designation as ‘sustainable’ is a self-certification process
that was created by Nestlé itself and other big water
corporations,” says Emma Lui, water campaigner for the
Council of Canadians. “We need to see strong leadership
from the Horgan government to protect water sources not
only for current generations, but for the generations that will
come after us.”

NEWS FROM THE FIELD
On March 21, Nestlé issued a press release declaring
its Hope plant had achieved the “First Canadian Alliance
for Water Stewardship Certification.” Nestlé is not only a
member, but also a founding partner of the Alliance for
Water Stewardship.
“Communities like Merville on Vancouver Island and others
across BC are challenging bottling plants that are putting local
drinking water sources at risk,” says Suzy Coulter, a member of
the Chilliwack chapter of the Council of Canadians.
The Council of Canadians also continues to draw attention
to Nestlé pumping on expired permits in southern Ontario.
Eighty-three per cent of Canada’s bottled water exports
come from BC. They are being exported to the US, China
and other countries. “Investment protection” provisions in
trade agreements like the Canada-China Foreign Investment
Promotion and Protection Agreement (FIPA) could make it
difficult for the exports to be stopped.

OTTAWA, ON
On April 6, Public Safety Minister Ralph Goodale applauded the
collaborative work of federal, provincial and territorial governments,

wireless services providers, and other industry partners to
expand the National Public Alerting System to include wireless
emergency alerts. As of April 6, Canadians will be able to
receive emergency alerts on compatible wireless devices such
as smartphones.
The National Public Alerting System (NPAS), publicly
branded as Alert Ready, is a collaborative initiative between
Federal-Provincial-Territorial governments and industry
partners. It provides a standard alerting capability to rapidly
warn the public of imminent or unfolding hazards to life.
Some examples of the types of alerts that are issued through
the Alert Ready system are natural disasters like flash floods,
tornados, water contamination and earthquakes; or a civil
emergency like Amber Alerts. A complete list of alerts that
could be issued is available on the Alert Ready website
(www.alertready.ca).
Alerting authorities will begin to issue wireless alerts as
each government builds the capacity to do so. Wireless device
owners should visit the Alert Ready website to find out if their
phone is capable of receiving alerts, and to access more
information about the alerting authorities in their regions.

INTERNATIONAL CORROSION CONTROL INC.
INTERPROVINCIAL CORROSION CONTROL COMPANY LTD.
Industry Leaders … since 1957

Specializing in the science
of corrosion prevention, ICCC
has been providing high quality
products and engineering services
for the Cathodic Protection/Corrosion
Control industry for over 50 years.
Magnesium & Zinc Anodes •
Impressed Current Anodes •
Rectifiers/Junction Boxes •
Pipeline Cleaning Swabs •
Cadweld/Thermoweld Products •
Monolithic Isolating Joints •
Pipeline Coatings •

Please send
News From
the Field items to
Managing Editor
Terry Ross
terry@kelman.ca

Contact ICCC for competitive
pricing and “on-time” delivery.

E-mail: Contact@Rustrol.com
Central Fax: 905-333-4313

www.Rustrol.com
Summer 2018
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September 9-12, 2018
World Trade & Convention Centre
Halifax, Nova Scotia

www.cbrc2018.org
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR (NEW!)

RE: Affordable First Nations Water Fixes
A commentary on an article by Helen Fallding (Western Canada Water, Spring 2018 Issue)

M

s. Fallding badly misses the mark in her failure
to critique sweeping generalizations and false
conclusions by Dr. Annemieke Farenhorst in
relation to underground cisterns. The sweeping
generalization is that concrete tanks are prone to cracking
and the false conclusion is that drinking water should be
stored aboveground, even though Farenhorst readily admits
that no research has provided clarity as to where cistern
contamination is coming from.
Saying that “underground tanks – especially
concrete ones – are prone to cracking” is like saying
“car fenders – especially steel ones – are prone to
crumpling.” If you abuse something it will fail. We have
sold thousands of underground concrete tanks and
investigated dozens of tank failures. In our experience the
most frequent cause of failure in underground concrete
tanks is that they were not protected from overhead loads
during and after construction.

Cisterns that are designed, fabricated, specified, installed,
operated, and maintained following best practices will perform
reliably for decades. There is, in fact, a national standard – CAN CSA
B126 – that codifies best practices. The standard was developed
under intense participation and consultation with an expert crosssection of consumer interests, regulatory interests, and producer
interests (including both aboveground and underground tank
manufacturers and covering a wide range of component materials).
We agree with Dr. Farenhorst that it’s good to spend a few
dollars on a lock, and I’m sure she would be glad to know that
CAN CSA B126 has provisions to address locking mechanisms.
The CAN CSA B126 set of best practices leaves room to find the
right (aboveground or underground) cistern solution for every
situation, and it is the foundation for a truly valid one-size-fits-all
recommendation: follow national standards.
Emile Beaudry, President, Tanks-A-Lot Ltd.
Co-Chair, CAN CSA B126 Technical Committee

SELFLEVEL® Access Assembly—
improve driveability while reducing road
maintenance, inflow, and infiltration.

SELFLEVEL assembly floats
with the roadway, keeping the
surface smooth during settling
and frost heave.

Protecting the structure below,
traffic vibration is absorbed by
the road surface.

Learn more at ejco.com or call 519 448 3395
Made in the USA
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WATER IS LIFE –
THAT’S WHY
WE CARE
Our product mix, technical experience and warehouse
network will keep you connected.
■
■
■
■
■

Contact us today!
sales@brenntag.ca

■
■
■

www.brenntag.ca

■

Acids & Alkalis
Amines
Biocides
Carbon
Chelants
Coagulants
Corrosion Inhibitors
Dispersants & Antiscalants
Flocculants

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Foam Control
Liquid/Solid Separation
Polymers
Orthophosphates
Oxidizers
Phosphonates
Polyphosphates
Reducers
Sequestrants

15330_BT_Canada_WaterAdditives_7x 4.625inch_En.indd 1
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Problems.

Solved.

SURFACE WATER

GROUND WATER

GRANULAR ACTIVATED CARBON

DBPs
Algal Toxins
Taste/Odor

VOCs
PFCs/PFAS
1,2,3-TCP

The Solution for Simultaneous
Removal of Contaminants

For more than 50 years, Calgon Carbon has provided the industry-leading solutions
to help utilities solve their water and wastewater challenges, including the superior
performance of reagglomerated coal-based granular activated carbon made in the USA.
Calgon Carbon also provides a full range of carbon adsorption equipment,
Ion Exchange, and Ultraviolet Light Technologies.

Find your solution today at

calgoncarbon.com/gac or call 800.4.CARBON
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2018
WCW 70 Annual Conference & Exhibition
th

September 18 to 21, 2018
RBC Convention Centre Winnipeg
Conference Hotel: Delta Winnipeg
Join us for the 70thAnniversary of the
Western Canada Water Annual Conference and Exhibition
Look for more information on registration,
presenting a paper, speakers, workshops,
tours, and entertainment at:

wcw18.wcwwa.ca

WCW18
70th Annual Conference & Exhibition

RBC Convention Centre
Winnipeg, MB
September 18-21, 2018
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Western Canada Water celebrates its 70th anniversary. Over the past seven

decades, we have seen our association grow and change through the contributions of hundreds of volunteers, each a leader in
our industry. Our volunteers continue to unite our professional efforts in providing safe drinking water, treating wastewater and
protecting the rivers that flow across our prairie and northern regions.
It is fitting that the Western Canada Water Annual Conference and Exhibition returns to Winnipeg this fall because that’s
where it all started. The very first meeting of our association took place at the Royal Alexandra Hotel in Winnipeg on
September 1, 1948. Please join us as our program looks to inspire and connect you with innovative solutions and insights
to help you solve your water challenges.
We are pleased to present Mr. Irving Leblanc as this year’s keynote speaker. Mr. Leblanc is currently the Associate
Director, AFN (Assembly of First Nations) Housing, Infrastructure and Emergency Management, Safe, Secure and Sustainable
Communities. His responsibility is to represent the AFN on various initiatives and committees related to housing, infrastructure,
water, wastewater, source water protection and emergency management issues. He received his civil engineering degree
from the University of Waterloo and is a member of the Professional Engineers Ontario. Irving is an Odawa and a member of
Wikwemikong Unceded Indian Reserve, located on Manitoulin Island in Northern Ontario.

Conference Hotel
Delta Hotels Winnipeg
350 St Mary Avenue
Rates $164.00 - $224.00
Booking deadline: August 20, 2018
Visit wcw18.wcwwa.ca/hotels to book your room.
Beware Hotel Solicitations
WCW does NOT contract a 3rd party to make hotel
arrangements for our Annual Conference and Exhibition
attendees. All attendees must book through the link provided
on the conference web page or by calling the hotel directly.
No one from our organization will contact you to book
your hotel room.
Exhibition
The exhibition space sold out last year. Purchase your
exhibition space prior to May 31, 2018 to receive the early
bird rate. For more details or to learn how to purchase space,
please visit wcw18.wcwwa.ca.

Conference Sponsors
WCW18 is made possible through the generous support of our
industry sponsors:
Ocean

River

Stream
MSSA
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WORKSHOPS
W1 - Sewer Inspection and Asset Management Principles
Presenter: Chris Mitchel, AECOM
This workshop will cover the fundamentals of closed circuit
television inspection of sewermains and how it applies to
managing the life cycle and inventory of your underground
assets. The workshop will focus on industry standard observation and coding systems, methodologies and technologies available to complete the in pipe surveys, and rehabilitation strategies to address deficiencies when observed.
Who Should Attend?
All professionals responsible for managing and maintaining
wastewater collection systems.
W2 - Well Development and Operations
Presenter: Jeff Bell, Friesen Drillers
The process of exploration, planning and development of
new municipal water wells will be explored. The workshop will
focus on the different types of wells and conditions, installation options and configurations, and a focus on maintenance
and operation procedures and best practices. The workshop
will focus on practical examples and case studies.
Who Should Attend?
All professionals responsible for managing and maintaining
water supply systems.
W3 Fundamentals of Contract Law and Administration
Presenter: Jason Kendall, Tapper Cuddy
The presenter will discuss the fundamentals of tendering,
contract law, and contract administration as it applies to
water projects. He will discuss common themes, pitfalls, and
will focus on practical examples including, but not limited
to, bidding and tendering procedures and best practices,
change management processes, contractual claims and
disputes with a focus on avoidance and resolution.
Who Should Attend?
All professionals responsible involved with contracting or
managing construction projects.
W4 - Drone Technology
Presenter: Matthew Johnson, M3 Aerial Productions
Topics to be covered include an overview of UAV and drone
technology, capabilities, and the pros and cons of different
platforms. The workshop will include an overview of the
rules and regulations for operating an aerial vehicle in
Canada, how to do so safely and legally, and where to get
certified. Also discussed will be how to select a provider
of services or equipment, and what to specify as the final
product in terms of data formats and processing.
Who Should Attend?
All professionals involved with the development and maintenance of municipal infrastructure.
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W5 - Odour Control
Presenter: Mike Cassie, eda Environmental Ltd.
Bill Mullin, BIOREM Inc.
Minimizing unpleasant odours in areas near wastewater installations is an important issue to wastewater system treatment
and conveyance. Different technologies for the control of
odour from municipal wastewater collection systems will be
explored and compared. The workshop will also cover the
causes of odour, selection and application of the appropriate
technology, overview of sizing and installation, and maintenance and operations strategies. The workshop will also cover
examples of installations and a discussion of best practices and
lessons learned.
Who Should Attend?
All professionals responsible for managing and maintaining
wastewater treatment or conveyance systems.

SHOWCASE SESSIONS
Are Metals the Next Wastewater Contaminant of Concern?
The engineering and science of wastewater processing is
now faced with an unparalleled challenge given the recent
advent of analytical and regulatory changes in the realm of
nanoscale mercury regulations. Indeed, with ‘part-per-trillion’
(nanogram/litre, ppt) mercury permitting levels soon to be
a reality for facilities within the Great Lakes Initiative (GLI)
region, the unprecedented difficulty of compliance with
these ppt-level effluent mercury limits will shortly prove to
be an acute, crucial concern whose associated complexity
may dwarf that of the conventional effluent parameters. As
compared to the US EPA’s current Safe Drinking Water Act
mercury standard of 2.5 µg/L for potable waters, the limits
for mercury discharged from wastewater effluent to natural
waters will become considerably lower.
This session will focus on meeting the GLI wildlife criterion
of 1.3 ppt (approximately 2,000 times lower than the EPA’s
drinking water limit of 2.5 µg/L), which will impact treatment
facilities discharging into the Great Lakes watershed. The
EPA has banned the use of mixing zones as a method to
dilute bioaccumulating chemicals of concern (BCC), which
include mercury. At this point, however, and based on current
knowledge and performance results, a frank question would
have to be raised: is there known technology that can even
reach the GLI’s nanoscale mercury discharge limit? This
session will present results of a pilot study conducted with the
objective of providing further insight into meeting this evolving
effluent parameter.
Controlling Risk to Critical Infrastructure During Construction:
Seine Riverbank Stabilization at the Branch 1 Aqueduct
The Branch 1 Aqueduct is a vital component of the City of
Winnipeg’s water system, carrying 40% of the City’s treated
water. It’s a 1.7 m diameter, 100-year-old concrete pipe
crossing under the Seine River. Data showed undesirable
movement within the riverbank, which can cause lateral

displacement of the pipeline that can lead to pipe joint
damage or fracture of the pipeline.
Any construction method used in riverbank stabilization
had the potential to compromise the integrity of the Branch 1
Aqueduct. Several initiatives during the design and construction
phases of the project minimized the risks to the Branch 1 Aqueduct.
During design phase, a matrix of options was developed
to determine an appropriate method of stabilization
and considered numerous design aspects including risk,
environment, schedule, constructability, cost, etc. From this
analysis, a construction method was developed that included
stabilization of the riverbank using a rockfill column shear key
and installation of a rockfill riprap blanket to control erosion. To
reduce risks during construction, a prescriptive construction
methodology for the various stages of the work was included in
the bid opportunity.
At the onset of construction, a full-scale field-testing program
evaluated the contractor’s means and methods for the work
including drilling, sleeving, backfilling and vibrocompaction of
the rockfill columns. During construction, real-time monitoring
data from vibration and piezometric data acquisition systems
were collected, along with routine riverbank movement
monitoring data. These data were analyzed daily and results
openly communicated to all parties including the owner,
contractor and designer. Construction methods were refined
throughout the duration of the construction based on the data.
All riverbank works were successfully completed on time and on
budget during the winter of 2018 with post-construction riverbank
monitoring ongoing. Pre- and post- inspections revealed that the
Branch 1 Aqueduct was not compromised by the construction.

RETRO NIGHT

 ednesday, September 19, 2018
W
8:00 to 11:00 pm
Fee: Included in registration

Do you find yourself going back in time after hearing a song from
your high school days? Do you fondly remember Elvis or the
jukebox? How about dancing on a checkered dance floor? Well, it
may be time to break out your cassette tapes and old boom box!
Join us for a journey through time from the ‘50s, ‘60s and
‘70s, all the way to the ‘80s and ‘90s. Delegates are encouraged
to dress up to any of these decades and take part in our retrodance party. The Tune Riders will entertain all night, playing music
from these decades. Delegates can partake in food, drinks,
decade themed gaming, and prizes during the evening. It’s sure
to be to a night packed with nostalgia!

WCW 70th ANNIVERSARY GALA
Thursday, September 20, 2018
6:00 to 10:00 pm
Fee: $85.00 per ticket

Join us for Cocktail Hour featuring the University of Manitoba
Jazz Trio. Conference Gala will be a night of networking and

celebration of our 70th anniversary and another successful
conference. The evening will end with a band; delegates
are invited to join in with the dancing.

EXHIBITION UPDATE
The exhibition space is already over 75% sold, and we do
anticipate a full sell-out. For more details or to learn how to
purchase an exhibit space, please visit wcw18.wcwwa.ca.

TOURS

Wednesday, September 19, 2018
1:00 to 5:00 PM
Fee: $50
Tour 1: FortWhyte Alive Water Quality Ecotour
(Maximum 40 attendees)
Water quality is a major environmental issue in Manitoba
as our province is home to over 100,000 lakes, as well
as many rivers and wetlands. Our largest lake, Lake
Winnipeg, is at the bottom of a one million sq. km.
watershed that spans four provinces and four states.
The lake’s water quality has been worsening to the point
where it was designated the “most threatened lake in the
world” in 2013 by the Global Nature Fund. This ecotour
will cover the history of FortWhyte Alive and its onsite
wastewater treatment facility, as well as ‘Manitoba-grown’
solutions and ongoing partnerships to support solutions
for a sustainable environment. Note: participants should
dress for the weather as all parts of the program take place
outdoors. Tour includes a bannock snack.
Tour 2: Headingley Water and Wastewater
Treatment Facilities
(Maximum 30 Attendees)
The Headingley Water Treatment Facility began
operations in April 2016. It is a SUEZ (formerly GE)
membrane treatment facility and the largest facility
owned by the Cartier Regional Water Co-op. The
treatment facility was built to supply the Centreport
development in the Rural Municipality (RM) of Rosser and
to reduce the demands on the existing facility located
in St. Eustache, MB. The supply lines from the treatment
facility have been extended to service the RM of West St.
Paul and the Stony Mountain Institute.
Opened in July 2011, the Headingley Waste Water
Treatment Facility treats an average of 1,000 m3/day using
sequencing batch reactors (SBRs). Approximately 300 m3/
day comes from the Headingley Correctional Center with
a dedicated spiral screener in the plant to remove debris
from the wastewater stream. The rest of the flow comes
from the RM of Headingley via a low-pressure system. The
treatment process removes nitrogen and phosphorus,
followed by ultraviolet (UV) disinfection to meet the
effluent limits set by Federal and Provincial regulations.
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REGISTRATION FORM

WCW18 ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

Name:

_______________________________________________________________________

Company:

_______________________________________________________________________

September 18 – 21, 2018 Winnipeg MB

Mailing Address:_______________________________________________________________________
City:

__________________________ Province: __________ Postal Code: ____________________

Phone: __________________________ Email: _____________________________________________

Part A: Conference Registration

Includes Exhibition, Opening Breakfast, Meals and Evening Programs. Gala & WFP Breakfast extra.

Registration Type
Check one






Indicate Membership (s)
Until Aug 31

Sept 1-Sept 14*

3 Day Member

$ 625

$ 725

3 Day Non-Member

$ 725

$ 805

3 Day Life/Student

$ 150

$ 180

1 Day†

$ 395

$ 450

† Indicate day of attendance for 1 Day Registration:
* $50 will be added for onsite Registrations

Total

 Wednesday  Thursday  Friday

Part B: Workshops
Tuesday September 18







Cost per Workshop $175 - 0.3 CEU (TBC)

W1 Sewer Inspection and Asset Management Principles
W2 Well Development and Operations
W3-W5 1:00 pm - 4:30 pm





W3 Fundamentals of Contract Law and Administration
W4 Drone Technologies and Applications
W5 Odour Control



Optional Workshop Lunch

MSSA

MWWA
AWWOA
NTWWA

Check here if there are any food issues;
Please list:

B. Workshops
C. Tours
D. Special Events
Qty _____ x $ 175 _________

Subtotal

Qty _____ x $ 25 = _________

5% GST
Voluntary Water For People Donation

Part C: Tours

GRAND TOTAL

Cost per Tour $50





1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
T1 FortWhyte Alive Water Quality Ecotour
T2 Headingley Water and Wastewater Treatment Facilities

Qty _____ x $ 50 = _________

Part D: Special Events



WEF

SWWA

A. Conference







WCWEA

Part E: Total

W1-W2 8:30 am - 12:00 noon

Wednesday September 19






AWWA

GALA Dinner Thursday September 20

Qty _____ x $ 85 = _________

WFP Breakfast Friday September 21

Qty _____ x $ 25 = _________

Payment Method
 Cheque (Payable to Western Canada Water)
For payment by credit card only:

 Visa

 MasterCard

Do you require CEU’s (check if applicable)
I do not wish to be listed in the Conference App
I do not wish to be included in the list of
attendees shared with Exhibitors.

GST No R108199589
GST exemption #: _______________________

Return Form and Payment to:
WCW Box 1708
Cochrane AB T4C 1B6

p: 1.877.283.2003 / 403.709.0064
f: 1.877.283.2007 / 403.709.0068
info@wcwwa.ca

Cardholder Name

Cancellation Policy
Card Number
Expiry Date
Signature







Cancellation received before September 3:
100% refund less $50 service charge.
Cancellation received September 3 to 14:
50% refund less $50 service charge.
Cancellation received after September 14:
NO REFUND
Substitutions welcome

Online Registration
is currently
offline
but expected to be functioning soon!
Register
online
at wcw18.wcwwa.ca
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Fresh Ideas

Poster Competition 2018
;LSGERIRXIV#

;LEXMWMX#
;LEXGSYPH-[MR#
;LIVIHS-WXEVX#
;LIR ;LIVI#

%R]7XYHIRX
4VIWIRXETVSNIGXXLEXEHHVIWWIWE[EXIVWXSVQ[EXIVSV
[EWXI[EXIVVIPEXIHVIWIEVGLTVSNIGXXSETERIPSJ[EXIVMRHYWXV]
TVSJIWWMSREPW
;MRRIV[MPPVIGIMZIEMVJEVIPSHKMRKERHVIKMWXVEXMSRXSXLI%;;%
%RRYEP'SRJIVIRGIERH)\TSWMXMSR %') MR(IRZIV'3.YRI


%FWXVEGXW QMRMQYQ[SVHW [MPPFIEGGITXIHYRXMP
1E]
;IWXIVR'EREHE;EXIV%RRYEP'SRJIVIRGIERH)\LMFMXMSR
6&''SRZIRXMSR'IRXVI;MRRMTIK1&
8LYVWHE]7ITXIQFIV

Contest details, rules and registration:
http://wcw18.wcwwa.ca/program/poster-competition/
Or contact Kerri McIvor at:
kmcivor@winnipeg.ca
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CORE FUNCTION
Analyzer Technician (Sales & Service)
BORN AND RAISED
Edmonton, Alberta

NAME: Jonah Cimolini
EMPLOYER: TLC Instrumentation, Airdrie, Alberta
POSITION: Owner/Operator

automation and mechanical background
to the Alberta Provincial Council, where I
sit as a member-at-large.

EDUCATION/TRAINING HIGHLIGHT
• NAIT – Industrial Equipment
Technology Diploma
• SAIT – Industrial Instrumentation
Certificate
• Factory Online WTP Analyzer Training
– Sales & Service

TYPICAL DAY
Wearing multiple hats, a typical day would
include travelling Alberta visiting water
treatment plants of all sizes, preforming
analyzer certifications, completing larger
retro-fits of multiple analyzers, and visiting
with operators to ensure they can operate
their plants with the highest efficiency and
confidence in their analyzers.

HISTORY IN THE INDUSTRY
I specialize in online water quality
analyzer certifications; sales & service has
been my main focus in the industry. Being
relatively new in the water treatment
industry, I bring an extensive industrial

JOB SATISFACTION
I love visiting the different plants to learn
how each one is unique, and meeting the
people who operate them. With all the
technical advances, I find myself learning
something new every day.

MAIN CHALLENGES
Sometimes being on the road can be a
bit tough – the long drives, hotel life, and
being away from the family.
MENTORS
Sheldon Wrubleski is the most intelligent
guy I’ve ever met when it comes to the
technical operations of analyzers and
instrumentation. He definitely helped me
get a great start in the industry.
ADVICE FOR A
SUCCESSFUL CAREER
Be happy and create trusting
customer relationships.
TIME AWAY FROM WORK
Living, coaching, and dreaming hockey!

I love visiting the different plants to learn how each one is unique,
and meeting the people who operate them.
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CORE FUNCTION
Support and training to NWT
communities in all facets of water
treatment and delivery.
BORN AND RAISED
Fort Smith, NT
EDUCATION/TRAINING
I have a B Sc. In Natural Resource
Management from the University of
Northern British Columbia.
HISTORY IN THE INDUSTRY
I’ve been working for the water and
sanitation group since 2005.

NAME: Greg Hamann
COMPANY: Government of the Northwest Territories
Department of Municipal and Community Affairs
POSITION: Water Quality and Environmental Specialist

TYPICAL DAY
My day is spent reviewing water sample
results, taking calls from operators in
different communities with various issues
in the water plant or logistical help with
their system, and constantly planning for
circuit rider visits to my communities.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
What I consider my greatest achievement
is that the rate of certified operators has
gone from 36% to 78% since the start of
our circuit rider program.

JOB SATISFACTION
As someone who grew up in the NWT,
the opportunity to travel to all the small
communities across the north is a luxury
that most people don’t get. Having working
relationships with the local operators is great.

ADVICE FOR A
SUCCESSFUL CAREER
Just keep at it. Not every day will be
glamorous, but it all pays off in the end.
TIME AWAY FROM WORK
I enjoy spending time with my family
as well as playing hockey, rugby and
bass guitar.

MAIN CHALLENGES
Operator turnover, logistical issues and cold
weather issues are the biggest headaches.
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NAME: Mike Ukrainec
EMPLOYER: City of Brandon
POSITION: Trades Worker 2

CORE FUNCTION
Hydrant repair/maintenance, televising
sewer mains and services

services (both storm and domestic),
and assisting in water main/sewer main
repairs/installation.

BORN AND RAISED
Alonsa, MB

JOB SATISFACTION
I like to keep a professional standard, to
help ensure that safe drinking water is
making it to public places. I also like the
fact that we are trying to protect and
preserve our environment.

EDUCATION/TRAINING
Power Engineering Level 4, WWC II, WD II
HISTORY IN THE INDUSTRY
I started on the water treatment side
and then moved into water distribution
and wastewater collection.

MAIN CHALLENGES
Internal communications could
be better.

TYPICAL DAY
A typical day involves fixing/maintaining
hydrants, televising/locating sewer mains/

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
There would be two: the 2011 flood
fight in Brandon (we won) and the

2014 flood fight in Brandon (we won
that one, too).
MENTORS
Wayne Gretzky, who said, “You miss
100% of the shots you never take!”
ADVICE FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAREER
Believe in yourself – everything is
attainable – you just have to believe in
yourself!
TIME AWAY FROM WORK
I enjoy spending time with my
wonderful family and friends, camping,
fishing, and socializing.

R

®

LAGOON DE-SLUDGING
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

Municipal & Industrial
Dredging & De-watering
Specialist

Cody Taber
780-466-7799
cody@tabersolidscontrol.com

®

www.tabersolidscontrol.com
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Answers on page 50

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

14. A spherical particle found in aqueous media
and is formed as a lipid bilayer enclosing an
aqueous compartment
15. A map or chart of a river or drainage system on
which a series of time lines is placed
16. Contact between a chemical and the skin
19. An earthy smelling chemical produced by
certain cyanobacteria and actinomycetes
20. A natural dull green iron potassium silicate
mineral occurring abundantly in greensand
22. A public register or survey of a geodetic
framework that defines or re-establishes
boundaries of public land, private land, or both
for purposes of ownership and/or taxation

10

11
12

13

14

15

16

–

17
18
19
20

21

22

ACROSS
4. The outcome after the continued withdrawal of water from a stream, groundwater
reservoir or basin at a rate greater than the rate of replenishment
5. A metal comprised of copper base metal alloys commonly used in water meters
and valves
6. The genus name for a group of single-celled, flagellated, pathogenic protozoans found
in a variety of vertebrates, including mammals, birds and reptiles
7. A large aquatic plant
8. The movement of a previously absorbed constituent into a liquid phase

?
?
s
s
e
u
G
?

DOWN
1. A graduated glass tube fitted with a stopcock
used to dispense solutions during titration
2. A graphic tool for organizing and analyzing data
3. The water that is separated from sludge and
discharged from a centrifuge
6. The extracellular slime that surrounds bacteria
found in the biofilms that form on solid surfaces
in contact with water
9. A science that studies the response of the
environment to toxic substances
10. A region in the upper atmosphere containing
a relatively high concentration of ozone, and
which absorbs certain wavelengths of solar
ultraviolet radiation that are not screened out
by other substances in the atmosphere
11. The study of the rates of uptake and
metabolism of specific compounds by living
organisms in an ecosystem
12. A protein that is strongly associated with lipids
through nonpolar interactions
13. The process of converting organic matter into a
mineral or inorganic form
17. A form of manganese ore consisting of
manganic hydroxide that is used in filters
designed to control iron, manganese or
hydrogen sulfide
18. The depression created around a well during
pumping, caused by the loss of water from
storage in the nearby aquifer materials
21. A large diameter watertight chamber in which
work can be done below the surface of the
earth or water

CAN YOU GUESS WHAT THIS PHOTO IS?

?
T
A
H
W

Photos courtesy of WATERSHED+ picture
Watershedplus.tumblr.com presents pictures of water related subjects. WATERSHED+ is an innovativand unique public art program hosted by The
City of Calgary, aimed at building an emotional connection between citizens and their watershed. watershedplus.ca.

Built in 1910, the Sunol Water Temple sits where three subterranean water sources converge, once providing half of San Francisco’s drinking
water. Inside the the temple, the converging waters poured into a white tiled cistern before flowing into the Niles Aqueduct for distribution.
Sunol Water Temple, California. Photograph: L. ©flickr.com/photos/60700203@N03. Licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0; R. ©flickr.com/rocor, licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
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Utilize our new Association Management System
Members must sign in, complete profile to activate account
Audrey Arisman, Executive Director, WCW

Western Canada Water is excited to
announce the launch of our redesigned
online registration and Association
Management System (AMS). The new
cloud-based system is mobile friendly and
a major improvement from our old system.
Highlights include:
• Easier conference and event registration;
• Member-only access to archives,
including CEU tracking;
• Search the member-only directory;
• Easily maintain your profile;
• Reset your password or request your
username in real time;
• And much more.

We have migrated current member details
from our old database. You need to sign-in
and complete your member profile to
activate your account on the new site.
Professional and personal information,
interests, etc. can be added to your profile.
We now have the capability to customize
our communications to you based on your
selections. For our volunteers, there are
communication tools for WCW committees.
We encourage you to take a moment
to sign-in, review your profile, and browse
the improved portal. If you have previously
indicated preferences for email notices you
will have to reselect those categories in the
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new AMS. All current members should have
received a launch email. Non-members will
need to register to access the site even if
you had a profile in the previous system.
Feel free to explore, update your
profile, check out the calendar, and
register to attend our upcoming Conference in Winnipeg this fall.
Western Canada Water’s new AMS is a
significant step forward for our organization. We invite you to help us make it a
relevant, engaging place for members
to share and connect. If you have
questions please contact the office at
1-877-283-2003 or email info@wcwwa.ca.

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • MUNICIPAL

Engineered Pump Systems Ltd. specializes in the supply of water and wastewater
conveyance, treatment and disposal products. Submersible pumps, centrifugal
pumps, access hatches, valves and controls to name a few. Equipment can be
supplied in complete factory built packages or as components for on-site installation.
Engineered Pump Systems has built a reputation as a trusted supplier of knowledge
and quality products backed up with over 30 years of satisfied customer service.

1.800.668.4533 • sales@engineeredpump.com
www.engineeredpump.com

FLYGT
MULTISMART

NO PROGRAMMING. NO FRUSTRATION. NO PROBLEM.

LET’S TAKE CONTROL

STATE-OF-THE-ART

PUMP STATION MANAGER

Flygt MultiSmart brings a state-of-the-art Pump Station Manager to Xylem’s innovative offering within Monitoring & Control.
With up to 35% reduction in energy consumption, it can pay for itself in less than 15 months. It also eliminates nuisance
call-outs and provides a wealth of operational information.

www.xylemwatersolutions.com/ca
1.800.588.7867 (PUMP)

Calgary, AB
Edmonton, AB
Saskatoon, SK
Winnipeg, MB

T 403.279.8371
T 780.489.1961
T 306.933.4849
T 204.235.0050

F 403.279.0948
F 780.486.5530
F 306.931.0051
F 204.235.0066
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MSSA MEMBER PROFILE

Denso – leaders in corrosion prevention
and sealing technology

D

enso North America Inc. is a
subsidiary of Winn & Coales
International, a leading
manufacturer of anti-corrosion
coatings and sealing products, which include
Protal Liquid Coatings, Denso Petrolatum
tapes, mastics, primers, bitumen and butyl
tapes, tank linings, road sealing products
and Marine Pile Protection systems.
Winn & Coales was originally established
in 1883 as a trading company in London,
England and was the first manufacturer of
Petrolatum Tape in the UK. Denso Tape
was developed over 90 years ago for the
“Long Life Protection” of buried pipelines
against corrosion.
The development of Petrolatum Tape
was originally due to a widespread concern
of stray electric sparks from the street car
lines which led to a number of fatal gas
explosions. The existing asphalt protective systems were deemed inadequate
and this led to the development of Petrolatum Tape that consisted of a cloth fabric
carrier impregnated with a petrolatum wax.
This petrolatum tape became known as
Denso Tape, which permanently solved
the corrosion problems and prevented any
further explosions.

Denso Petrolatum Tapes are still used
today and provide long-term corrosion
protection in many different industries.
Denso has manufacturing plants and
offices worldwide for distribution
of over 100 sealing and corrosion
prevention product lines.
Denso North America Inc. in Canada
is headquartered in Toronto, Ontario
with a branch office in Edmonton,
Alberta. Denso has been a leader in
Corrosion Prevention for decades.
This has included a commitment to
compliance on many NACE, ASTM,
AWWA, SSPC and CSA specification
requirements.
The company’s anti-corrosion
and sealing products have a proven
track record of solving problems in all
kinds of challenging environments,
above or below ground and
underwater. Backing Denso’s products
and systems is a team of qualified
professionals who provide technical
support and on-site consulting.
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At Denso, we are fully committed to
ensuring our products perform to their
utmost ability. This commitment includes
state of the art product development,
leading edge manufacturing and full
technical support services.
For over 90 years, Denso corrosion prevention products have evolved from tape
systems to high-end epoxy coatings. These
high-end coatings were developed to work
with modern pipeline and infrastructure
requirements.
Denso North America Product Lines:
• Pipeline Liquid Coatings
• Petrolatum Tapes
• Sealing & Molding
• Primers
• Bitumen/Butyl Tapes
• Protective Outerwraps
• SeaShield Marine Systems
• Tank Linings & Coatings
• Road Products
For more information, please contact Denso
North America sales@densona-ca.com or
visit our website at www.densona.com.
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The Prince Albert Water Supply Crisis
Protecting public health is a multi-disciplinary task
Jeff Da Silva, City of Prince Albert

I

n July 2016, an oil spill hit the North
Saskatchewan River causing water
supply crises for many downstream
communities. Each community was
faced with unique challenges based on
their means of sourcing and treating water
from the river. While other communities
could rely on wells or existing reservoirs as
backups, the City of Prince Albert, which
could only rely on a single surface water
intake in the river, was the hardest hit.
With only a few days advance notice, the
City successfully undertook the enormous
task of protecting public health by keeping
the taps running with clean and safe
drinking water while deprived of its only
permanent source of raw water for 59 days.
In order to achieve this goal, the City
required a coordinated response involving
not only the ‘usual’ set of water professionals, but also input and help from a host of
sectors not traditionally involved in day to
day water operations.
Almost immediately, the City initiated
its Emergency Operations Centre (EOC)
at City Hall, drawing on members of
City Administration to fill key roles. This
involved administration representatives
from various departments such as Planning
and Development Services, Community
Services, Finance, Public Works, Corporate
Services, the City Clerk’s Office and the
Prince Albert Fire Department. This team,
with a structure based on the Incident
Command System, formed the key
command hub throughout the event,
drawing on the unique knowledge, skills
and connections of its members largely
made up of decidedly non-water professionals. As the event progressed, the
Emergency Operations Centre expanded
to include a member from the Province
of Saskatchewan’s Unified Command (the
group tasked with ground zero response
to the spill) and the Province’s Emergency
Management and Fire Safety group. This
expanded the information that the EOC
received and increased its ability to make
informed decisions and take timely action
based on data and information supplied
from ground zero of the event.

As the event progressed, the City was
able to rely on the services of various City
Departments, outside contractors, suppliers,
and provincial agencies and departments
both in and out of the water industry. This
allowed the City to achieve the ultimate
goal of protecting the safety and security of
the public by maintaining the City’s water
distribution system integrity.
As a means of securing stable sources
of raw water, the City sought assistance
from fluid management companies to set
up overland water transfer systems from
both the Spruce River (within the City) and
the South Saskatchewan River (over 30 km
away). To assist in achieving the goal of
bringing water through a combined 40+
km of overland pipes, the City was able
to call on its own roadways division, as
well as external earthworks contractors to
build crossings for each driveway and field
approach along both routes. The Provincial
Department of Highways was critical, as it
was responsible for implementing reduced
speed zones along each route and providing
variable message boards and signage to
alert drivers of the risk of equipment and
personnel along the highway corridors used
for temporary water lines.
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Local and regional precast concrete
suppliers, lumber yards and steel suppliers
were also critical as sources of materials
to build crossings and to provide jersey
barriers that shielded pumps and fittings
from traffic on road shoulders. The
Province’s Emergency Management and
Fire Safety group provided materials and
labour to fill sandbags and liners, and
pipe companies provided the materials
required to build a temporary dam on the
Spruce River. A crane operator, initially
hired to unload pumps delivered to
site, was kept onsite to help move large
sandbags and a liner into place for the
dam, which was crucial to separate the
Spruce River from the North Saskatchewan, as well as to create a backwater
condition suitable to allow for the
temporary water intakes in the river.
Onsite security was hired throughout
the event to oversee the security of river
intakes and to patrol the temporary water
line routes both in and out of the City. This
served as both a protection of the infrastructure supplying water to the City, and also as
a means of maintaining public safety to help
keep the public out of work zones during
times of installation or demobilization.

Early in the response, a stakeholders
group was assembled consisting of
members from the local health region, tribal
council, rural water utility, local Environmental Project Office from the Water Security
Agency, as well as relevant team members
from the Emergency Operations Centre.
The stakeholders group served the function
of disseminating information directly to key
groups and institutions in and around the
City. It also allowed for direct communication between first responder groups, other
City staff, and sensitive institutions that
required robust back-up plans in case of a
disruption to the City’s water services.
Throughout the event, the City was able
to rely on the knowledge, service and dedication of its water plant operations staff and
management team to make the necessary
changes to water treatment operations
in order to treat water from four different
sources. All this was within a 10-day period
as the City transitioned from the North
Saskatchewan River to using a storm water
retention pond as an interim source until
both the Spruce River and South Saskatchewan water transfer systems were brought
online. Once these two stable alternate
sources were functional, water plant operations were required to be adjusted to treat
blends of both sources as required in order
to fill reservoirs to keep as much water on
hand as possible.
Finally, once all the demobilization and
clean-up was complete and the City returned
to normal operations, the City drafted
a series of lessons learned presentation
templates for use by City Administration.
These templates served as the framework for
the development of individualized presentations that have been used by City Administration to present to a wide variety of water
and non-water industry groups. In this way,
the protection of public health is served by
sharing information as widely as possible in
order to highlight potential risks and options
that other water utilities and municipalities
can use in the development of emergency
response plans. Sharing what the City
learned through the experience is a valuable
ongoing task that contributes to the ongoing
protection of public health.
The City’s response to the event was
a success and the goal of continually
providing the City with high quality drinking
water for its citizens was met. This success
came in large part due to the dedication

of a diverse group of staff who met the
challenge with incredible outside-the-box
thinking and who went above and beyond
with their time and effort. Additionally, the
external resources engaged, in the form
of the groups described above, were an
incredible source of labour, materials, information, ideas, connections and coordination without which, the City would not have
been successful. Ultimately, the challenge
of protecting public health during a crisis is
a task beyond the scope of any one municipality or group. The oil spill on the North

Saskatchewan River served to highlight how
maintaining safe potable water and the
protection of public health during a crisis is
truly a multi-disciplinary undertaking.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jeff Da Silva is the Engineering Services
Manager for the City of Prince Albert.
During the Prince Albert Water Supply
Crisis, Jeff held the position of Field Level
Incident Commander, reporting to the
Emergency Operations Centre and overseeing the response in the field.
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The City of Calgary’s Source Water Protection Plan:
Protecting our source watersheds through proactive collaboration
George Roman, The City of Calgary Water Resources, Watershed Planning Division

T

he City of Calgary (The City)
owns and operates a water
utility that serves over 1.3 million
citizens in the Calgary region.
Providing safe, clean drinking water to
the customers and communities we serve
starts with proactive source water protection (Figure 1). Source water protection
is a site-specific process to maintain or
improve the condition of water sources.
Together with water treatment and
risk mitigation in the water distribution
system, source water protection is part
of a multi-barrier approach to providing
clean, safe drinking water.
In recognition of the importance of this
issue, The City recently drafted a Source
Water Protection Plan (the Plan) to proactively guide and coordinate our source
water protection efforts. This article
presents highlights from the draft Plan.

THE CITY OF CALGARY’S
SOURCE WATERSHEDS
Source water for The City is drawn from
intakes in the Bearspaw Reservoir (Bow
River), and Glenmore Reservoir (Elbow
River), which supply our two drinking
water treatment plants. Over 9,000 km2
of the Bow and Elbow watersheds are
situated upstream from the water intakes.
These source watersheds generate and
filter water through a vast network of
mountains, forests, grasslands, rivers,
streams, wetlands, and aquifers, as well
as agricultural, industrial, urban and
suburban landscapes.
Calgary’s source watersheds include
a wide range of landscapes with diverse
functions and values. Accordingly, First
Nations’ cultural values, ecological values
and ecosystem services, development
values and industrial activities must be
considered carefully during planning and
implementation. The rights and responsibilities of landowners and other jurisdictions located upstream from Calgary also
require careful consideration.
The City’s jurisdiction extends over just
0.7% of our source watersheds. Lands
governed by federal, provincial, municipal,

FIGURE 1
The City of Calgary’s Multi-Barrier Approach to Safe Drinking Water

FIGURE 2
Map of Jurisdictions in Calgary’s Two Source Watersheds

and First Nations governments are all
present upstream from Calgary. Accordingly,
effective source water protection requires
close cooperation and collaboration with
upstream stakeholder and partners.
UNDERSTANDING
OUR SOURCE WATER RISKS
The City undertakes extensive water quality
monitoring, including daily sampling at our
two drinking water treatment facilities, and
monthly sampling of 22 sites in our source
watershed as part of broader watershed
monitoring. A total of over 160 physical,
chemical, and biological water quality
parameters monitored indicate that our
source water is generally of high quality,
with very few concerns presently.
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However, high quality source water
supplies are not guaranteed in perpetuity. Safeguarding the clean source
water we enjoy today requires proactive
approaches to address current and
emerging risks. To improve our understanding of source water risks, a
technical risk study was completed in
2016. This study inventoried, mapped,
analyzed, and synthesized information
on risks associated with activities and
land uses in our source watersheds.
Vulnerable areas in the source watershed
were also identified and mapped, using
spatial data sources such as riparian
areas, river-connected alluvial aquifers,
steep slopes, runoff potential, and
erodible soils.

In accordance with provincial guidance
on drinking water safety, risks were
prioritized based on likelihood and
consequence scores. Likelihood scores
were based on the locations of potential
contaminant sources, travel times to
our water intakes, the vulnerable areas
mapping, and existing regulations and
best practices. Consequence scores
were based on the capability of Calgary’s
existing drinking water treatment facilities to remove different contaminants1.
Results indicated that Calgary’s two
biggest source water risks are: (i) stormwater and (ii) wildfires.
Stormwater
Contamination related to stormwater
runoff from developed lands is one of the
two key risks to Calgary’s source water.
Currently, almost 200,000 people live and/
or work in Calgary’s two source watersheds. Regional projections and planning
documents indicate that the population within Calgary’s source watershed is
expected to more than double to almost
400,000 people over the next 50-70 years.
Associated land use changes will significantly increase stormwater inputs upstream
from our drinking water reservoirs.
Developed lands generate significant
polluted stormwater runoff downstream.
Although the Province has required
stormwater treatment with constructed
ponds and wetlands since 1998, the quality
of stormwater discharge remains highly
variable and includes many pollutants. Key
concerns due to stormwater runoff includeC
acute impacts from accidental spills of
M
hydrocarbons or other toxic substances,
Y
as well as chronic impacts from increased
loadings of low concentrations of pollut- CM
ants. Notably, hydrocarbons, pesticides, MY
and a wide range of organic compounds
CY
commonly found in stormwater in varying
CMY
concentrations may not be effectively
removed at our water treatment plants. K
Nutrients in stormwater can also contribute to eutrophication and algal blooms.
The high pathogen loads often present in
stormwater are also concerns.

in the region in the early part of the
20th century. In 1910 alone, almost
4,000 km2 burned in southwestern
Alberta. The potential for severe, large,
uncontrollable wildfires to return to
the region remains a serious risk on
the eastern slopes of the Rockies.
The large fires in the Kootenay and
Waterton National Parks in 2017
highlighted this risk. The frequency
and intensity of large, widespread

wildfires is also likely to increase due to
global climate change.
Fires impact water quality in several
ways that could pose challenges to
water treatment. Increased post-fire
erosion rates mobilize sediment and
ash downstream. Intense fires also
create a hydrophobic (water repellent)
soil layer inhibiting infiltration,
contributing further to high runoff
and erosion. Fire retardant chemicals
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Wildfires
The potential for future widespread,
high intensity wildfires is the other
key risk to Calgary’s source water.
Historically, wildfires were common
Summer 2018
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used in fire-fighting can also move
into surface waters - although
concentrations would likely be low.
After wildfires, water chemistry changes
observed in burned watersheds include
higher concentrations of nutrients,
sediment, metals, dissolved organic
carbon, and hydrophobic organics,
which can pose treatment challenges.
Cumulative effects
The cumulative effects of multiple
stressors can also degrade water quality
over time. For example, the cumulative
impacts of point and non-point nutrient
sources can lead to eutrophication and
algal blooms. In turn, this can create taste
and odour issues, as well as possible
public health consequences if toxinproducing microorganisms manifest
themselves. Consequently, lower
priority risks do not necessarily imply no
management concern. Actions taken to
reduce all risks should be encouraged if
and when opportunities arise.
THE CITY’S SOURCE
WATER PROTECTION PLAN
The City has completed a draft
Source Water Protection Plan. The
Plan includes a vision, four strategic
goals and key priority actions for
implementation (Figure 3).
The Plan is just the latest chapter in a
long history of source water protection
and related watershed and landscape
conservation in the Calgary region.
Although this history is too rich and
varied to fully cover here, a few key
historical actions are highlighted below.
City of Calgary historical actions
• The Glenmore Park Bylaw established originally in 1974 manages and restricts recreation on
the Glenmore Reservoir
• Stormwater drainage from the
Glenmore Trail Causeway has been
diverted and pumped around the
Glenmore Reservoir since 1997
• Calgary has been treating piped
wastewater from the Town of
Cochrane since 1998 (upstream of
Calgary's Glenmore Resevoir)
• An oil and grit separator installed in
2018 as part of the 37th Street storm
trunk relocation

FIGURE 3
From Goals to Actions: Calgary’s Source Water Protection Program Priorities

Historical actions by others
• Establishment of Banff National Park
in 1885 and subsequent expansions
• The Bow River Basin Council’s
actions to promote awareness,
provide communication links, foster
cooperation, and conduct watershed
pilot projects
• Conservation easements established
by private landowners and land trusts
• Restoration projects by watershed
stewardship groups and the Province
• Rocky View County’s 2010
Riparian Land Conservation and
Management policy
• The Province’s rapid response
capabilities for wildfire management,
and tools such as fire bans and
temporary motorized recreation bans
during high wildfire risk conditions

partners during implementation has
been identified as a critical best practice
to share program costs and effort and
realize synergies with other initiatives,
a factor that has been identified as a
critical best practice in other jurisdictions.
City staff must still be involved in
leadership roles to define priorities and
guide partners.

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGIES
Implementing a source water protection
program across such a vast area
requires phased, realistic approaches
and dedicated resources, effective
stakeholder consultation and the
development of partnerships. Leveraging

ENDNOTES
1 Currently, The City’s Glenmore and
Bearspaw Treatment Plants focus
primarily on ballasted clarification
to remove seasonally high levels
of suspended solids, filtration and
chlorination to ensure disinfection
of pathogens
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CONCLUSIONS
The City of Calgary has completed
a Source Water Protection Plan to
address public health, environmental
stewardship, and cost-effective service
delivery in an integrated manner.
By implementing proactive source
water protection initiatives now and
leveraging regional partners, we can
help protect the health and well-being
of current and future generations.

The Importance of the Certified Operator
with respect to Public Health
Alberta Environment and Parks

C

urrently, there are
approximately 2,800 certified
water and wastewater
operators in Alberta.
Certified operators are required
to meet experience and education
requirements, successfully pass a
certification exam, along with agreeing
to and signing an Operator Code of
Conduct. This Code of Conduct is
basically an agreement between the
operator and the communities they
serve with respect to carrying out
their operating duties in an honest
manner showing the utmost integrity.
The operating duties of a water and
wastewater operator directly affect the
health of the public along with ensuring
environmental protection. They do this
on a continual, daily basis and truly do
touch all people, every day.
Being a water and wastewater
operator in a community is one, if not,
the most important position to have.
Without water, there would not be life;
without environmental protection there
would be detrimental pollution. It is
not just supplying water, but supplying
a healthy and sustainable source of
water. Being able to supply this healthy,
sustainable source of water is not as
easy as it sounds. Sure, there is lots of

technology out there to help with this,
but unless this technology is diligently
operated it would not be worth the
investment in the first place.
Water and wastewater operations
do not stop when the weather gets
bad – quite the opposite. Water and
wastewater operations continue when
there are fires, floods, and extreme
weather conditions. Operators do not

hesitate to react to ensure these vital
services continue – making them heroes.
There is a profession that directly
influences public health every day, all day.
Water and wastewater operators are true
professionals and extremely important
people in the communities they serve.
Next time you get a chance, say “thankyou” to your local water and wastewater
operator, they deserve it.
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Protecting Public Health –
Pauingassi First Nation Water Treatment Plant
Jody Rutledge, Bird Marketing and Communications Lead

A

ccess to safe drinking water
and wastewater management
systems is an integral part of
the infrastructure that protects
the public health of Canadians. Most of us
take this fact for granted. This was clearly
demonstrated in 2015, when routine
tests by the Winnipeg Water and Waste
Department revealed localized bacteria
counts above the safe limit in Winnipeg’s
drinking water. Swift action was taken
as the local and national news focused
on this for days and Winnipeg families
had their first experience with what it’s
like to live with unsafe water and what it
means to adjust activities accordingly.
Unfortunately, unsafe drinking water
and inadequate wastewater treatment
facilities are an everyday fact of life for
many remote First Nations communities
across the country.
The Neskataga First Nation in northern
Ontario has been under a boil water
advisory for the last 22 years, the longeststanding advisory in Canada (www.cbc.
ca/news/canada/thunder-bay/neskantagawater-plan-1.4225889). Currently, there
are 79 long-term drinking water advisories on First Nations reserves in Canada.
Sustainable Development Manitoba
issues an advisory when microorganisms
or bacteria are found to be above the
allowed, safe limit. These boil water advisories and the effects of unsafe drinking
water continue to be a challenging public
health issue for First Nations communities. Symptoms after ingesting or bathing
in contaminated water include diarrhea,
fever and rashes.
DEVELOPING A SOLUTION
The federal government has committed
to ending all long-term drinking water
advisories by March 2021. In addition to
the $5.8 billion dollars already committed
for water and wastewater infrastructure in
First Nations communities, Budget 2018
proposes an additional $172 million over
three years to improve access to clean and
safe drinking water on reserve along with

WTP foundation under construction.

WTP pumping equipment.

a commitment to accelerate the pace of
construction and renovation of affected
water systems.
Funding is only one of many essential
elements needed to address protecting the
public health of First Nations communities.
Other elements that are often necessary
include feasibility studies, new system
design work, repairs on existing systems,
construction of new infrastructure, and
locally trained personnel to operate and
maintain the plant.
In Manitoba, Pauingassi First Nation
had been under a boil water advisory
since September 2014. Pauingassi is an
Anishinaabe First Nation with a population
of roughly 650 people and located
approximately 280 km northeast of
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Winnipeg. Their local economy is based on
trapping, fishing, and seasonal rice harvesting. The existing water treatment plant was
not operational and the residents relied on
a continual supply of water that had to be
shipped into the community.
In December 2016, Tetra Tech Engineering Consultants issued a Request
for Proposals for the construction of a
new water treatment plant in Pauingassi
First Nation. The project required the
existing facility to be repurposed into
a pumphouse, construction of a new
building to house the treatment facility
and two new storage reservoirs. Bird
Construction was awarded the project and
began mobilization and construction early
the next year. With no permanent road

access, all equipment and construction
supplies were transported using ice roads
between January and March 2017.
After 14 months of construction,
the boil water advisory was lifted in
March 2018. The project owes its
success to an engaged project team
and supportive community – one that
prioritized resources and relationships
with the local Pauingassi community.
Bird Superintendent Kevin Koster and
his project team took part in community
baseball games, fishing events and bingo
nights. These relationships helped to
support the training and development of
the Pauingassi plant operations staff that
will further support the ongoing public
health of the community.
The federal government states there
are over $5 billion worth of First Nations
community infrastructure construction
projects slated for the next five years. As
the needs of these communities becomes
clear, Bird Construction is committed
to develop relationships in the hope of
providing trusted, expert construction.
As part of Bird’s Vision, Mission and
Values, they take seriously the idea of
teamwork, professionalism and stewardship.
And to further support these values, Bird
has developed the Bird Indigenous Engagement Policy that states we are committed
to be a positive contributor to the overall
well-being of Indigenous Peoples.

The success of the Pauingassi water
treatment plant project to protect the
health of its community is partly due to the
collaboration between the builder, the consultant and the local community. In March
2018, the project received the Association
of Consulting Engineering Companies –
MB 2018 Award of Excellence. The project
was submitted by Tetra Tech based on
project design, material procurement, the
ability to deliver materials to site, construction schedule and the ability of the project
to quickly lift the boil water advisory. The

Bird team was instrumental in the project’s
success through the committed efforts of
the project management and production
teams during the planning and construction
phases of this project. In the end, the health
of the First Nations community is the goal.
As the Federal government continues
to reinforce its goal to protect the health
of all Canadians by funding infrastructure
projects like the one at Pauingassi First
Nation, reliable access to safe drinking
water and wastewater plants will be a
source of pride of every Canadian.
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From
networking
to event
hosting
Turning passion
into action on
World Water Day
Jana Tondu, Government of Alberta

I

ncredible things can happen when
great minds meet. Most professionals
have been to networking events to
make contacts, but have you ever ended
up creating and delivering something
inspiring with a group of people you
didn’t know? Sitting in a park, a group of
people connected through six degrees
of separation and a passion for water
discussed how Edmonton could celebrate
World Water Day.
There must be ‘something in the water’
to create such irrevocable passion in
people. Dedicated to the idea, we found

partners that offered us free space (thanks
NAIT), handled our finances (thanks
Western Canada Water), and overwhelming support from many sponsors. This
impressively successful event brought
together over 300 people from the
general public, government (including
politicians), non-government, industry, and
academia to discuss ways in which nature
can be used to solve droughts, floods, and
water pollution.
Hosted at NAIT, the event featured a
mix of interactive displays, film, talks, and
networking. NAIT students were proud to
display their augmented reality sandbox
that provided an opportunity to interact
with and sculpt landscapes, and take
curious people on a tour of the Water and
Wastewater Technician Program labs. For
moviegoers, Still Water, an episode of the
award winning Sustainable Me series, was
screened to explore ideas on protecting
and recycling local water resources.

To do this, “we need to ‘warrior up’
and understand that water has a spirit,”
commented Dr. Diana Steinhauer from
Saddle Lake Cree Nation in Treaty 6.
Like the hydrological cycle, water
embodies a spiritual cycle in Indigenous
culture and deserves to be treated as
human with human rights so we can
protect our waters. Jerry Hanna (CEO
of Clearflow Group) and Dr. Greg Goss
(University of Alberta) highlighted the
linkages between research and industrial
innovation to show how collaborative
efforts and advances in technology can
lead to successful nature-based solutions,
particularly in mitigating the impact
and toxicity of coalmine waste. Garry
Drachenberg, Vice President of Water
Solutions at Associated Engineering,
finished the lecture series with a dialogue
on the importance of source water
protection and technology to ensure
there is safe, clean drinking water for all.

Organizing team (L-R) – Back: Billie Milholland, Maria Thorlakson, Elisa Brose, Terri Wynnyk, Abu Waraich, Crystal
Eggert, Jeff Seaman, Tracy McDonald, Danielle Currie and Vanessa Higgins; Front: Jana Tondu, and Jesse Skwaruk

The lecture series was kicked off by
a warm welcome from the Honourable
Sarah Hoffman, Deputy Premier of Alberta
and Minister of Health, who highlighted
the importance of water to all Albertans.
The keynote presentation, given by Bob
Sandford, EPCOR Chair in Water and
Climate Security at the United Nations
Institute for Water, Environment and Health,
set the stage for the event with discussions
on the UN Sustainable Development Goals
and how we must work together to ensure
the availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all.
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With so many ideas explored, people
stuck around for ‘Blue Drinks’ to discuss the
intersections between technology, nature, and
the spirit of water to develop solutions to local
and global water issues. With the onset of
climate change, widespread water pollution,
and water crises such as Cape Town, it is clear
that more attention is needed on water issues.
After all, water is profoundly essential to all life,
vibrant communities, and thriving economies.
We are already looking forward to next year and
encourage you to join us, or create your own
event to inspire and create hope for the current
and future generation of water practitioners.

WATER SOLUTIONS

Big Bear Water Solutions has experience
with water lift stations, municipal dewatering,

FLUID MANAGEMENT
MUNICIPAL AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

OUR FLUID MANAGEMENT FLEET
CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:

sewage bypass, sewage treatment, stream

•

4" – 10" Pumps, Suction and Lay Flat Hoses, and Filter Units

diversions and removal of flood waters for

•

Submersible Pumps (All Sizes): Variable speed control option

emergency response situations. We can supply
water diversion for sewer or water line work.

available (VFD)
•

Various sizes of HDPE pipe with hose

•

Generators

•

Road Crossings

•

Fluid Heaters 11 MBTU – 40 MBTU, Propane and Natural Gas

•

Remote Access Equipment

•

All other required components for your Fluid Transfer needs

ADDRESS 3 Industrial Drive, Sylvan Lake, AB

OFFICE 403-887-2839

EMAIL info@bigbearenergy.com

24 HR DISPATCH 1-800-399-2399

FAX 403-887-0511

WEBSITE bigbearenergy.com
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NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE

ClearTech introduces the Lovibond PVT series
of process turbidimeters in Canada

C

learTech is the Canadian
factory authorized service
centre and stocking
distributor for the new
Lovibond PVT Series of Process
Turbidimeters in Canada. Lovibond, a
leading manufacturer of water analysis
products designed these turbidimeters
to monitor the low levels of turbidity
found in drinking water. The PVT Series
received US EPA approval as listed
in the USA Federal Register / Vol 82 /
No. 143, in section 40 CFR 141.74(a)(1),
published on Thursday, July 27, 2017.
“This is a big milestone,” says
Michael Sadar, Lovibond’s Research
and Development Manager. “We
worked hard to develop a system that

The system is configurable to
offer operators a variety of options

LEARN.
GROW.
SUCCEED.
• EPIC courses provide CEUs/PDHs and are
designed and taught by experienced leading
professionals
• TECHNICAL EXAM Preparation Courses
prepare you for Engineering Exams
• Require Team training? Consider
our cost-effective ON-SITE
TRAINING program
• EPIC covers a wide
range of disciplines,
visit our website
to learn more.

FREE
WEBINAR
HIGH IMPACT
PRESENTATION SKILLS
FOR CAREER
ADVANCEMENT
EPICTRAINING.CA/
SKILLS

1.888.979.0992 // epictraining.ca/wcw
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was not only user-friendly, but that is
able to achieve the level of accuracy that
the operators as well as the regulators
expect from a system like this. We’re
really proud of what we were able to
accomplish, and we think that operators
are really going to like the simplicity of
the overall design of the instrument as
well as the data management tools that
the mobile interface provides.”
With an emphasis on simplifying
processes, data management, and reducing
water usage, the design of the PTV Series
considered every aspect of process turbidity
workflow. The system is configurable
to offer operators a variety of options
including integrated flow indication and
bi-directional Bluetooth® communication
between the sensor and a mobile device.
Additional accessories to assist with
installation, sample management and
routine procedures such as calibrations and
cleanings are also available.
As a stocking distributor and factory
authorized service centre, ClearTech
offers complete installation and ongoing
maintenance service on the PVT Series
Turbidimeters.
To order and for more information
about the PVT Series, contact ClearTech
at 1-800-387-7503 or orders@cleartech.ca.
For more about ClearTech’s
commitment to water treatment visit
www.cleartech.ca.

RELIABLE.
PROVEN.
TRUSTED.
Phoenix Underdrain System

Improve
your filter
performance
Phoenix Panel System with Air Scour
Granular media filtration is a specialized process and
each filter configuration is unique. With AWI’s
site-specific approach to filter optimization, you can
expect improved filter performance, an
operator-friendly treatment process, and the training
and technical support to maintain your filters in
optimum condition.
AWI’s innovative filter optimization products include
the Phoenix Underdrain and Panel Systems. These
custom-engineered solutions guarantee uniform
backwash water flow distribution, ensuring
sustainable filter performance and long service life of
your media bed.

Filter Evaluations & Pilot Studies

Contact one of our knowledgeable filtration
specialists to learn how AWI’s approach to filter
optimization can help you reach your filter
performance goals.

Filter Media Design & Supply

Canada 403-255-7377
USA
801-566-1700

awifilter.com

WATER RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY
(CALGARY, AB)
Climate change and urban development
along Calgary’s Elbow River may be a
recipe for frequent flooding disasters
in the future, says the lead author
of a study focused on the impact of
precipitation, thaw and development
on the city’s second-largest river
basin. Babak Farjad and his team
investigated the combined effects of
future climate and land-use/land-cover
(LULC) changes on the Elbow River
watershed, concluding that changing
precipitation patterns, warmer springs
and reduced natural absorption in
riverside communities means Calgary’s
risk of flooding will increase greatly over
the next 50 years. “The results can help
decision-makers in both mitigation and
adaptation strategies,” says Farjad, a
post-doctoral fellow at the Schulich
School of Engineering.
The study, entitled An Integrated
Modelling System to Predict Hydrological
Processes under Climate and Land-Use/
Cover Change Scenarios, weighs the
combined impact of climate change and
urbanization, rather than measuring each
as a separate factor.

It states, “The impacts of climate and
LULC change on streamflow are positively
correlated in winter and spring, which
intensifies their influence and leads to
a significant rise in streamflow, and,
subsequently, increases the vulnerability
of the watershed to spring floods.”
Heavy snowfall, increased rain and
rapid spring melts due to warmer
temperatures all contribute to flooding,
but human development aggravates
that potential by replacing natural
groundcover and forest with buildings,
asphalt and concrete. Instead of being
intercepted and slowly released by the
forest and soil, all that extra rain and
melt flows directly into the river in the
form of increased overland flow.
While increased flooding is one
possible outcome of climate and LULC
scenarios, Farjad says the study makes
it clear that the two factors play off each
other and a slight change in one can
amplify or offset the other.
The research shows the importance of
using an integrated modeling approach
to investigate the combined impacts
of climate and LULC changes, and the
future of the Elbow can serve as a model
for other municipal rivers.

NEED PLASTIC?
PIPE FITTINGS VALVES
Call us Direct for all your plastics
www.fabcoplastics.com
PIPE • FITTINGS • VALVES • TANKS • PUMPS
FILTRATION • SHEET • GRATING • DUCTING • FANS
EDMONTON
SASKATOON
VANCOUVER
TORONTO
MONTREAL

24790 – 117 Ave., Acheson, AB T7X 6C2
3926 Arthur Rose Ave., Saskatoon, SK S7P 0C9
9511 – 194A St., Surrey, BC V4N 4G4
2175A Teston Rd., Maple, ON L6A 1T3
5000 Autoroute (440), Laval OChomedy, QC H7T 2Z8
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Ph. 780.451.0238
Ph. 306.955.6005
Ph. 604.882.1564
Ph. 905.832.0600
Ph. 450.687.2721

edmonton@fabcoplastics.com
saskatoon@fabcoplastics.com
surrey@fabcoplastics.com
info@fabcoplastics.com
montreal@fabcoplastics.com

MCMASTER UNIVERSITY
(HAMILTON, ON)
A team of researchers from
Environment Canada, Climate Change
Canada and McMaster University
have found that fish living downstream
from a wastewater treatment plant
showed changes to their normal
behaviour – ones that made them
vulnerable to predators – when
exposed to elevated levels of
antidepressant drugs in the water.
The findings, published as a series
of three papers in Scientific Reports,
point to the problem of prescription
medications, personal care products
and other drugs that end up in the
watershed and the impact they
have on the natural environment.
“Fish can be seen as the canaries in
the coal mine,” says Sigal Balshine,
a professor in the Department
of Psychology, Neuroscience &
Behaviour at McMaster. “The fish that
make their homes in the receiving
waters downstream from wastewater
treatment plants absorb these
chemicals and therefore can be our
water sentinels.”
The team caged gold fish at various
sites in Cootes Paradise watershed
and at a control site in Jordan Harbour,
located between Beamsville and St.
Catharine’s on the shores of Lake
Ontario. Their analysis found several
commonly prescribed antidepressants,
known as serotonin uptake/reuptake
inhibitors, in the blood plasma of the
fish that were caged in the Cootes
Paradise Marsh, downstream from the
Dundas Waste Water Treatment Plant.
The drugs, say researchers,
increased the levels of serotonin in
the fish, which in turn affected their
swimming behaviour. In short, the fish
caged closest to the source of the
drugs were bolder, less anxious, were
more willing to explore, and more
active overall than the fish caged at
Jordan Harbour.
Because the affected fish were
less anxious, their altered swimming
patterns could make them more
susceptible to predators. They began
moving faster again following a
simulated predator attack.

“Our results suggest the fish
downstream of waste water
treatment plants are accumulating
pharmaceuticals and personal care
products at levels sufficient to alter
neurotransmitter concentrations and
to also impair ecologically-relevant
behaviours,” says Jim Sherry, research
scientist with Environment Canada and
lead author.
Researchers also point to
other molecular changes in the fish,
which point to drug induced
injury to the liver and compromised
lipid metabolism.
With an abundance of rivers, lakes
and oceans, researchers suggest
that most Canadians don’t appreciate
the seriousness and need for safe
water reuse.
“Over one billion people on earth
lack access to clean drinking water
and a number of serious water borne
diseases are caused by improper water
treatment,” says Balshine. “Water
treatment and reuse must be a top
priority for municipalities, regions
and countries and so understanding
the impacts of water treatment on
ecosystem function is a necessary
first step to ensure that we have a
sufficient water supply, maintain our
biodiversity and protect the health of
our ecosystems.”
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
(COLUMBIA, MO)
In the wake of the recent water crisis
in Flint, Michigan, in which studies
confirmed lead contamination
in the city’s drinking supply,
awareness of the importance
of protecting watersheds has
increased. User-financed ecosystem
service programs can compensate
landowners to voluntarily participate
in environmental improvement efforts.
Now, researchers from the University
of Missouri have found in a nationwide
survey that members of the public are
more willing to pay for improved water
quality than other ecosystem services
such as flood control or protecting
wildlife habitats.
“Our findings support the notion
that ecosystem service programs need

to happen at the local level,” said
Francisco Aguilar, associate professor
of forestry in the School of Natural
Resources, which is located in the
MU College of Agriculture, Food
and Natural Resources. “People in
different areas of the country have
different priorities, and that’s hard
to coordinate at a national level. If
someone lives in a flood plain, they
are going to be a lot more willing to
pay for flood controls. Still, people
from around the nation consistently
seem to be willing to pay for water
quality improvements.”
Aguilar and his colleagues
sampled more than 1,000 US
households nationwide. The survey
asked participants to indicate their
preferences for various ecosystem
services in a hypothetical payment
for an ecosystem service program
on a monthly utility bill. Researchers
found that while participants were
consistently more willing to pay for
water quality than other services,
habitat protection and flood
control varied widely in importance
depending on the location of the
participant. Landscape beauty was

not an important ecosystem service,
which Obeng believes is because
it cannot easily be translated into a
monetary benefit.
“A forest can be seen as a resource
from which services flow for the
good of society,” Obeng said.
“Trees pump oxygen into the air
and can regulate floodwaters. You
can’t say the same about the visual
qualities of a landscape. It’s hard to
sell that as a return on investment for
the landowner.”
The results of the survey also
indicated individuals’ attitudes
toward the environment and
ecosystem service programs were a
better predictor of their willingness
to pay than income. This means
behavioral factors could be more
important than demographic
information in predicting participation
in ecosystem enhancement programs,
according to Aguilar.
The study, Water quality
improvements elicit consistent
willingness-to-pay for the
enhancement of forested watershed
ecosystem services, was published
in Ecosystem Services.
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1-877-985-9710
Fax: 1-866-985-9799
rod@kelman.ca

$500 Scholarship
FOR FUTURE WATER AND WASTEWATER OPERATORS

A Message from Craig Kelman & Associates,
publishers of Western Canada Water:
To demonstrate our admiration and respect for the industry association, Western Canada Water, its
members and the water industry as a whole, we have established a yearly educational scholarship of
$500 to be funded through a percentage of advertising sales generated in the association’s namesake
magazine, Western Canada Water.
On behalf of our professional publishing team and our advertisers who use the pages of Western Canada
Water to convey their important messages, we offer this scholarship to a deserving individual who is or
will be studying to become a water and/or wastewater operator in one of the Prairie Provinces.

Please visit the Western Canada Water website, click “Careers” and then “Scholarship”
for more details and a scholarship application form – www.westerncanadawater.ca
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WATER FOR PEOPLE REPORT

WFP encourages
in-country professionals
Anne Bridgman, Associated Engineering

A

s volunteers fundraising for
Water For People, a Four Star
Charity with Charity Navigator,
we often hear the question “Can
I volunteer in Peru” (which is the country
we direct our funds to in Western Canada).
It is understandable that professionals
want to be more involved and are eager
to volunteer their skills to help people in
Peru. The answer is that Water For People
does not offer a large number of in-country
volunteer opportunities. As one of their
major goals is to create jobs in the countries
they work, they do not want to ‘out-source’
these all-important jobs. Last year alone,
Water for People created 429 jobs in the
countries in which they are involved.
For those interested in seeing WFP’s
work first hand, WFP does run Impact
Tours each year where donors can pay to
visit countries in which WFP is doing work;
however space in these tours is limited.
In the past, professionals from Western
Canada have participated in Impact Tours
and trained in-country professionals in
how to use water quality testing apparatus,
double-checked calculations, and
monitored installations. Each participant
had to be fluent in the language of the
country they were visiting, so as not to
be a burden on the local professionals,
but a useful contributor. Each job created
in-country supports not just one person, but
potentially their extended family as well.

An example of how well local
professionals are learning to operate
and maintain their water treatment
systems occurred a year ago in an
area of Cascas, which is a District in
Peru supported by Western Canada.
The worst flooding in a lifetime
destroyed the entire water treatment
system in Pampas de San Isidro, high
in the mountains. Families had to
return to carrying water from local
rivers and streams – untreated. Local
professionals were able to assess
the damage, source resources to fix
the damaged systems, overcome the
obstacles of washed away roads and
communication, and rebuild all of the
systems within five months.
With the goal of providing clean
water and sanitation for everyone –
every school – every clinic – every
person, the District of Cascas has
achieved the following targets and has
the following goals:

If you would like to volunteer locally
and begin fundraising for Water for
People I have this advice:
Don’t be afraid to fail. Each established
event that raises thousands of dollars
once started small and built from there.
But do minimize your risk with small
deposits in case you have to cancel!
Gather as many volunteers as
possible and make them responsible
for tasks. Each volunteer will then use
their network to get their contacts,
acquaintances and friends to the event.
Contact Audrey or Kristen in the
Western Canada Water office for
assistance. They have a wealth of
knowledge, and can make your dreary
event poster POP!
Successful events in Western Canada
have included curling tournaments, golf
tournaments, wine tastings, bowling
tournaments, technical tours, and
technical speaking events. The sky is
the limit! Good luck!

Current
service level

INDICATOR*
Level of service at community level

Expected
increase

2018 GOAL

40%

30%

70%

Level of service at family level

39.2%

30.8%

70%

Schools and clinics

84.8%

15.2%

100%

Sanitation at family level

36.8%

10%

46.8%

*Indicator of access to Clean Water

Supplying North America with
Manitoba made water treatment
solutions for over 50 years.

Challenge. Deliver.
Optimize.
Engineering the future.
www.parsons.com

Our solutions:
• Liquid aluminum sulphate
• Dry aluminum sulphate
• Sulphuric acid
• Aqua ammonia
• Polyaluminum chloride

Helping you manage:
• Coagulation
• Phosphate removal
• pH control
• Trihalomethane reduction
• Environmental compliance

(204) 222-3276 border@borderchemical.com
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WCS AWWA REPORT

Offering continuous improvement
and value – just like the Jets
Kyla Kirk, Chair, Western Canada Section, AWWA

A

t the time this report was
written, the first round of
the Stanley Cup Playoffs was
wrapping up. Of the three
teams in Western Canada Section (WCS),
the Winnipeg Jets were the only team
to clinch a playoff spot, and had just
advanced to the second round with much
fanfare after winning its first playoff series
in 31 years. Those of us in Winnipeg have,
over the years, survived the emotional
rollercoaster associated with a team that
was, in hindsight, building something
better – even though, and let’s be honest,
a lot of us did not see it at the time.
Similar to the Jets leadership, the WCS
AWWA Board updated our strategic plan
and action items to determine which
items were still relevant and prioritize
them accordingly, all in an effort to build
something better for you. We are still
focusing on reinvestment opportunities
to increase member benefits. We
continue to distribute Water Bucks on an
annual basis to encourage our members
to attend a networking event at a lower
(or no) cost, or purchase an AWWA
document via the office at a reduced
price. We are promoting the One AWWA
Operator Scholarship, which, despite the
name, is a bursary that can be used by a

current or future operator for any training
and educational opportunity.
We are strengthening our ties to
the future of our industry via student
outreach. Our first step was to increase
our investment in our Student Poster
competition by providing student
membership for all participants, and
up to $2,000 in funds to support the
winner’s attendance at AWWA’s annual
conference and exhibition (ACE). Our
Young Professionals (YP) Committee
Chair, Kerri McIvor, has developed a
manual that details the competition
guidelines to allow consistency in
operation from year to year, and provides
a clear methodology for choosing our
representative at ACE. She will also work
with our YP committee to develop the
basis for a student sponsorship program
for conferences.
We are developing a mailing list of
key contacts at colleges, universities
and institutions for our student outreach
efforts. Please contact us if you are
interested in being added to this list.
We are also reviewing our
documentation to improve onboarding
of our new volunteers. This includes
clear explanations of our volunteer roles,
responsibilities and expectations, as well

as a clear description of opportunities to
contribute and paths to leadership within
the organization.
Finally, we will be creating a member
survey, where we will use your input to
better direct our financial investments,
understand your priorities for our
leadership and advocacy funds,
understand your expectations of our level
of public engagement, and generally
improve upon our offerings.
The WCS AWWA Board will be
meeting in Winnipeg in late May to
discuss our progress towards these
items. Like the Jets, we want to be
your water association of choice due to
continuous improvement and the value
we provide to you. We expect that there
will be ups and downs, but our goal is
to meet your needs, and we are taking
the necessary incremental steps towards
doing so.
In the meantime,
please do not
hesitate to
contact us with
any suggestions
you have that
would help us
meet our goals.
#gojetsgo

Powerful perspective and market insight from our strong
network of sourcing professionals.
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CWWA REPORT

Up next: Window on Ottawa
Vicki Campbell, WCW Director, CWWA

C

WWA is very excited as the
Window on Ottawa is quickly
approaching. We are looking
forward to the opportunity
to meet with the federal government
representatives to discuss many important
issues, such as the 2018 federal budget
that was released at the end of February
and the Infrastructure Bank. In addition,
there will be many other different speakers
and forums on a variety of topics, such
as hearing from the Federal Council of
Municipalities (FCM) on their leadership of
national programs on Asset Management
and Climate Change. This year’s event
will be held in Ottawa on June 5 and 6 at
the Lord Elgin Hotel. Check out the full
program on our website: cwwa.ca. Anyone
with an interest in discussing federal
funding, regulations and other policy that
impacts the water and wastewater industry
is encouraged to attend. There is still time
to join us – we hope to see you there!
All CWWA committees have been very
busy, but the Drinking Water Committee
has important developments I’d like to
share with you. This committee reviewed
the new guidelines published by Health
Canada for lead. CWWA (and AWWA)
provided comments and expressed
concerns around sampling, access and
public communications. In February, a delegation of CWWA and AWWA reps met with
the Health Canada policy staff to discuss

Brett Knievel, CET
Business Development Manager

this in greater detail. While we agreed with
the goal of reducing lead, we expressed
concerns on costs, timelines and access to
property. There was a commitment to look
at the Corrosion Control guidelines with an
eye to harmonize the sampling protocols
in the two guidelines. We also expressed
concerns on how this will be rolled out to
the Provinces and Territories. We expressed
concerns around public perception and
threatening faith in local drinking water.
We propose to be delegates to the next
Federal-Provincial-Territorial Committee
on Drinking Water. We will also be
working with the AWWA Canadian Affairs
Committee to prepare materials for our
members to use for speaking to their
Regulators, to the media and to the public.
Parliament also received a Private
Members Bill (M-69) proposing a federal
study on lead in drinking water and what
role the federal government might play.

This was referred to a federal committee
and a delegation from CWWA and AWWA
appeared before this committee. We
suggested funding support to meet the new
guidelines and tax credits for homeowners
to participate in lead line replacement. We
called for public awareness around lead and
the need to cooperate with municipalities to
replace services. We also discussed recognition of lead in homes, similar to identifying
UFFI insulation, or requirements to address
asbestos or aluminum electrical wiring.
Also, don’t forget to mark your
calendars for the National Water and
Wastewater Conference. Plans for
NWWC2018 in Montreal, November 4-7,
are well underway. Planning even further
ahead, the Conference is heading west
for 2019 as we have selected Banff,
Alberta for NWWC2019! These events
are always a great time and extremely
informative. All are welcome to attend.

Insituform Technologies Limited
Unit 4, 8009 - 57th Street SE
Calgary, AB T2C 5K7
403.235.4769 / Office
403.589.2469 / Cell
844.589.2469 / Toll Free
888.733.0398 / Fax

www.clowcanada.com
1-800-561-9931

bknievel@aegion.com | aegion.com
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WCWEA REPORT

Many opportunities to
increase your knowledge
Natalie Wilson, Chair, WCWEA

H

appy spring! In the season of
growth, the WCWEA is hard at
work to grow a few ideas into
member benefits. You may
have already seen the newsletters in your
Inbox that highlight relevant news, as
well as upcoming training or networking
opportunities. If you’re not yet receiving
these, you can sign up through the
WCWEA site: wcwea.org.
Excitement for the first Canadian
Stormwater Institute Conference
on November 26-27 in Calgary is
growing. Through this Conference
we aim to shape the future of the
stormwater industry by bringing
together leading experts, researchers
and influencers to present the latest
technological advancements, case
study findings, innovative solutions and
academic research.
Urban runoff and wet weather
issues will only intensify in the future,
and this Conference aims to arm the water
professionals of Canada with knowledge
on how to assist with these issues.

The call for presentations is open until
June 15, so consider what you can
contribute through attending, presenting,
or sponsoring: http://csic.wcwea.org.
As WEF members, did you know that
you can grow your knowledge, and
earn CEUs through the hundreds of
online courses, webcasts, study aids,
and subscriptions through the WEF
Knowledge Center? This online resource
cuts out the travel costs and provides
an affordable option for staying up-todate on almost any topic that a water
professional could need. From asset
management, lab practices, disinfection,
project management, nutrients and
more, this is a great way to pick up some
fresh knowledge. I have purchased
a few of the fundamental courses in
the past and have found them to be
great refresher courses, and great
resources later on. This could also be
an excellent idea to promote to your
employer for a lunch-and-learn session
with several of your co-workers. Prices
vary, but members get steep discounts,

including free content. Visit http://
knowledgecenter.wef.org/home.
WEFTEC 2018, the 91st Conference,
is now open for registration. This is an
excellent way to further develop your
knowledge and industry connections.
With thousands of water professionals
attending this conference to learn,
network, and find out about new
products and services. It is the largest
conference of its kind in North America
and offers the best water quality
education and training available.
Members continue to receive significant
discounts to the event, including free
admission to the exhibition.
Have you ever thought about
volunteering with WCWEA? As we have
a large geography to cover, we’re always
looking for talented water professionals
who can help bring relevant content
across our provinces, and grow our
resources. Remember that our board is
only an email, phone call, or tweet away
when you have any ideas for bringing
information to our members.

Alberta Low Impact Design (ALIDP) Workshop
November 27, 2018 1:00-4:30pm
Calgary, AB
Hyatt Regency Hotel
ALIDP is offering a workshop immediately following the Canadian Stormwater Institute Conference (CSIC) Registration
will be available through the CSIC registration portal.
Ready, Aim, Fire: Strategies to Target and Achieve Resilience.
There are numerous drivers for implementing stormwater runoff volume targets, loading objectives, and other measures to achieve
resilient outcomes. But when do you implement what and to what level of stringency? What are various jurisdictions across North
America doing and why? What tools are being used and where should we go from here? Join us for an afternoon of presentations
from jurisdictions across North America and opportunities to discuss the need for and merit of different approaches. Drivers to be
considered include level of service, protection against overland flooding and surcharge conditions, fisheries and habitat protection,
small stream and wetland protection, source water and groundwater protection, and prevention of harmful algae blooms.
To register or for more details visit: http://cswi.wcwea.org.
This workshop will run after the conclusion of the Canadian Stormwater Institute Conference.
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AWWOA REPORT

A successful, enjoyable
Operators Seminar
Andy Bebbington, AWWOA Director

T

he 43rd Annual Operators
Seminar, held in Banff in March,
was a great success! Thank you
to all the volunteers, presenters
and suppliers for their ongoing support
and contributions to this fantastic event.
Special congratulations go out to this
year’s award winners:
• The 2018 Ron Bayne - Service Award –
Jim Hepler, Town of Devon
• The 2018 Steve Blonsky Life Member
Award – Kathy Abramowski (retired)
• The 2017 Gerald Samuel Operator of
the Year Award – Darren McDonough,
Town of Fox Creek
• The AWWOA – NAIT Achievement
Award Edmonton – Jermine Paglicauan
• The AWWOA – NAIT Achievement
Award Calgary – Carolyn Jewson

Kathy Abromowski (L) was presented with the
steve Blonsky Life Member Award.

Jim Hepler (L) received the Ron Bayne Service
Award from Ryan Ropcean.

Darren McDonough (L) with his Gerald Samuel
Operator of the Year Award

The new Executive Board members are
as follows:
Ed Spohr (Chair)
Paresh Dhariya (Vice Chair)
Ryan Ropcean (Past Chair)
Mike Bureaud (Director)
Don Erechuk (Director)
John Greathead (Director)
Dave Harrison (Director)
Joseph Rahn (Director)
Kathy Robertson (Director)
Jarvis Singer (Director)
Doug Thorsen (Director)
Darrin Wenzel (Director)
Andy Bebbington (Director WCW)

For anyone up for certification renewal
this year and requiring CEUs, keep
an eye open for the newly revamped
Water Week Conference in Edmonton
November 14-16, 2018. The new format
will offer over 30 technical sessions,
workshops, a trade show and various
networking opportunities throughout
the event. Please refer to the AWWOA
website for more details and registration.
Join us at the AWWOA Golf Tournament
in Kananaskis. The tournament takes place
June 18, 2018. Check online for availability.
On behalf of the AWWOA Executive,
have a warm and safe summer!
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NTWWA REPORT

Adapting today’s
infrastructure for tomorrow
Arlen Foster, Past President, Northern Territories Water & Waste Association

W

ith spring on the horizon,
the NTWWA has
continued the planning
and preparation stage for

this year’s Conference. The Conference
has been given the theme Adapting
Today’s Infrastructure for Tomorrow
and will be held November 12-14 in

Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. The
Conference proceedings will feature
presentations from governments,
regulators, researchers, and industry as
well as a two-day Operators Workshop
on November 15-16. The trade show,
a much-appreciated and valuable
part of NTWWA Conferences, will
feature companies with their products
and services, whose representatives
know what works best in our northern
environment.

The safe solution.
U.S.F. Fabrication’s Hatch Safety Grate System is available in a variety of configurations
to meet virtually any application. The system allows for routine maintenance of pumps
and equipment when closed and may act as an additional barrier when open. It allows
people to move freely around the hatch openings without exposing themselves to
dangerous fall-through.
All Hatch Safety Grates feature:
• Tamper-resistant 316 SS hinges
and hardware
• Powder-coated aluminum grates to
resist corrosion
• Hold open devices to lock the grates
in their full upright and open position
• Can be retrofitted into existing
access openings

Our experienced team provides a quick turnaround on quotes,
drawings and deliveries. Call us today 1.800.668.4533
or email us at sales@engineeredpump.com

1635 Industrial Ave. • Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 6M9
Phone: 604.552.7900 • Fax: 604.552.7901
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We are happy to see our new website is
gaining some attention and hope that the
scholarship advertised on it will provide
opportunities for others in the north to
work towards better water and waste
management! Please go online at
www.ntwwa.com to find more details. We
are excited about how this could positively
grow NTWWA and WCW in the North!
We hope to see many familiar faces
and new ones throughout the busy
construction season that will be arriving
shortly and look to connect with many
more at this fall’s Conference.

SWWA REPORT

Where do we go from here?
Tim Cox, SWWA President

T

his means a lot of things to a lot
of different people. Of course,
due to the horrific events on
April 6, the question above
has been thrown around in every way,
shape, and form. While there is no way
to answer it that will satisfy everyone, at
the end of it all, the common thread is
“on” – we will go on from here. I don’t
pretend to know what the parents,
family, and friends of the victims are
going through, I hope I never find out.
I know what the community is going
through, and how difficult it is for the
city to deal with a tragedy such as this.
In time too, they will go on. What has
happened in the days following this
disaster is nothing short of miraculous.
The outpouring of emotion, the
generosity, and the humanity during this
time is a reminder of how remarkable
the people of our province and our
country really are: #humboldtstrong
Where do we go from here? Over
the past six months, the SWWA has
been looking at this question with a
sense of dedication. Where do we go
from here? Where are we headed?
How do we get there? What is our

identity? This was the precursor to our
strategic planning session.
It may seem odd that our
organization has never had a strategic
plan. Things with the SWWA have
never been better; membership is
up over 1,000 members, our office
has streamlined operations through
online registrations and advertising
opportunities; and SWWA events such
as the annual conference are hits year
after year. So why fix what isn’t broken?
Several reasons came to mind.
Without sounding too cliché, a
‘branding’ or ‘re-branding’ of sorts was
in order. Although we all had an idea
of what the SWWA stood for, there was
no underlying theme or vision to which
our members could identify. The
beauty of being associated with many
different constituent organizations
is that many of them have already
gone through this process. Does that
mean we lose our identity by using the
ideals developed from other groups?
Absolutely not! It means we can utilize
the best of what each has to offer,
combine it with the values that we
hold most important, and come up

with something that is unique, but also
something that binds us with our allies
in the water and wastewater industry.
Second, a new strategic plan gives
us a plan for the future. As all Executive
Boards do, eventually we will step down
to allow the next generation to replace
us and they’ll need a structure to
follow. A continuously evolving plan will
ensure that as the present fades into
the past, the future of our organization
will have a purpose and direction,
regardless of who’s driving the train!
The framework has been developed,
the foundation has been laid, and the
result will map our future.
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MWWA REPORT

Some changes for 2018
Daniel McDermid, Chair, MWWA

H

ello again everyone. Winter is
done and hopefully everyone
didn’t fare too badly on the
watermain breaks due to the
frost being so low this year.
The Annual Conference held in
Brandon was a great success as we
had 325 delegates and 90 tradeshow
booths. I hope everyone who attended
went away with some great knowledge
and possibly a new connection or two.

We had a lot of great papers and thanks
to everyone who presented and the
committee for putting it all together.
Also a big thanks to all the sponsors
who came forward to make the
Conference that much better. Without
your support the Conference would not
be the same.
For those who did not attend the
AGM, we did pass the constitutional
changes for the executive positions

The Annual Conference held in Brandon
was a great success as we had 325 delegates
and 90 tradeshow booths… Also a big thanks
to all the sponsors who came forward to make
the Conference that much better.

We put people first
We are looking for Project Managers with large water
treatment and pump station experience in the Vancouver
and Victoria markets. Join Stantec Water – chances are
you’ll make a positive difference in your own community
and in those that appreciate you all around the world.

stantec.com/careers
Design with community in mind
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on the board. Now the 2nd vice chair
will be voted in by the membership
at the AGMs and will then progress
upward in two-year terms through the
executive positions of 1st vice chair,
chair and past chair. Also during the
AGM, it was announced that the annual
Conference will not be returning to
Portage la Prairie until such time as
the venue improves or an alternative
venue is selected. The Conference will
now go bi-yearly between Brandon
and Winnipeg.
We had some board members
step away from the board and I would
like to thank them for all the work they
have done while on the board. I would
like to thank Gary Delgarno and
Kerri McIvor for taking the time out
of their days to try and improve
everyone elses’.
We have a pair of new board
members as well and they are
Larissa Derlago and Grant
McGorman. Thank you for coming
forward and volunteering, and
welcome to the board!
We hosted two workshops in April –
Confined Space and H2S Alive.
Both were held in Portage la Prairie.
Upcoming on June 1 at the
Kingswood Golf and Country Club in
LaSalle, the annual golf tournament
will be taking place. Check the website
for registration. I hope to see you
in LaSalle for some great golf and
good times.
In September we will be offering
a Hydrant Maintenance workshop,
so check the website to register for
this workshop.
Iva and Terra are also busy planning
a fall training week for sometime in
November. Keep checking the website
often so you can get registered for
some workshops.
Enjoy the nicer weather!

Th e

LAST DROP

Ick-factor: London fatberg
goes from sewer to museum
Submitted by Bill Brant, Editor
While we have reported on this topic previously, this is a slightly different angle. Bill will be in the UK in late May, but he will not be
looking for fatbergs.

L

ondon’s newest museum
attraction is greasy, smelly – and a
glimpse at the hidden underside
of urban life.
The Museum of London has unveiled
its latest display, a chunk of a 130-metrictonne (143-ton) fatberg that was blasted
out of a city sewer last year.
It took sewage workers with jet hoses
nine weeks to dislodge the 250-metre
(820-foot) -long mass of oil, fat,
diapers and baby wipes from beneath
Whitechapel in the city’s East End.
The museum has lovingly preserved
a chunk the size of a shoebox, whose
mottled consistency a curator likens to
Parmesan cheese crossed with moon
rock. Close examination reveals the
presence of tiny flies. Three nested
transparent boxes protect visitors from
potentially deadly bacteria, and from the
fatberg’s noxious smell.
Curator Vyki Sparkes says the lump
started out smelling like a used diaper
“that maybe you’d forgotten about and
found a few weeks later.” The pong

has now mellowed to “damp Victorian
basement.”
“It’s disgusting and fascinating,” she
said of the fatberg. “And that’s what’s
been great to work with – it has this impact
on people.”
The museum is so confident of the
item’s ‘ick-appeal’ that
the exhibition – titled Fatberg! with an
exclamation point – comes with a selection
of merchandise including T-shirts and
fatberg fudge.
Sparkes considers the fatberg a natural
for the museum, which charts the city’s
ancient and modern history. The word itself
(a hybrid of “fat” and “iceberg”) is one of
London’s gifts to the world: It was coined
by the city’s sewer workers and entered the
Oxford English Dictionary in 2015.
Fatbergs are a growing menace for
cities around the world, but they remain
mysterious.
“Fatbergs aren’t really that well
understood – how they form, how
quickly they form, and what they are,”
said Sparkes.

She said museum curators struggled to
figure out how to preserve their volatile
sample of the mass of detritus mixed with
cooking fat, palm oil and oils found in
products like hair conditioner and body lotion.
They debated pickling, but “decided
no, it would probably dissolve and turn
into toxic sludge.” Freezing was also
rejected. In the end, the sample was
air-dried. The first chunk to undergo
the process crumbled, but a second
attempt succeeded.
The exhibition is a sobering look at the
effects of daily waste, but it does contain
some good news. Most of the Whitechapel
fatberg was delivered to Argent Energy,
a company that turns waste into biofuel.
Some of the sludge that once choked the
sewer system is now fueling London’s red
double-decker buses.
“There is an upside,” said Argent
spokesman Dickon Posnett. “(But) it
would be nicer for us if we could collect
the fat before it even goes into the sewers.
It would be nicer for the people of London,
as well. So there is a ways to go.”
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REACH OUR ADVERTISERS
COMPANY

PAGE

PHONE

WEB SITE

ALS

62

Andrews.engineer

15

613- 244-2000

www.andrews.engineer

Assiniboine Injections Ltd.

45

204-248-2559

www.lagooncleaning.com

Associated Engineering Group Ltd.

63

604-293-1411

www.ae.ca

AWI (Anthratech Western Ltd.)

47

403-255-7377

www.awifilter.com

Big Bear Energy Services

45

403-887-2839

www.bigbearenergy.com

BioMaxx WasteWater Solutions Inc.

39

855-940-5556

www.biomaxx.ca

Border Chemical Company Limited

51

204-222-3276

border@borderchemical.com

Brenntag

16

416-259-8231

www.brenntag.ca

Calgon Carbon

16

800-422-7266

www.calgoncarbon.com

Capital H2O Systems, Inc.

41

403-251-2438

www.capitalh2o.com

Canplas Industries Ltd.

64

800-461-1771

www.canplas.com

Catterall and Wright Consulting Engineers

56

306-343-7280

www.cwce.ca

32, 33

800-387-7503

www.cleartech.ca

CLOW Canada

53

800-561-9931

www.clowcanada.com

Denso North America Inc.

43

416-291-3435

www.densona.com

EJ

15

519-448-3395

www.ejco.com

EMCO Waterworks Corporation

4

866-535-3626

www.emcowaterworks.com

Engineered Pump Systems Ltd.

29, 56

604-552-7900

www.engineeredpump.com

EPIC Training

46

888-979-0992

www.epictraining.ca/wcw

Fabco Plastics Western Limited

48

800-661-7926

www.fabcoplastics.com

Ford Meter Box Company

37

260-563-3171

www.fordmeterbox.com

Harmsco Filtration Products

26

800-327-3248

www.harmsco.com

Insituform Technologies, Inc.

53

403-235-4769

www.insituform.com

Interprovincial Corrosion Control Company Ltd.

13

905-634-7751

www.rustrol.com

J.K. Engineering Ltd.

31

403-247-1777

www.jkeng.ca

ClearTech Industries Inc.

www.alsglobal.com

Metering and Automation Solutions Experts
Remote meter reading options include:
Multi-purpose SmartCity AMI Network, or
Highly trusted mobile AMR systems

Water & Gas AMR/AMI Systems

Metering solutions for all potable water applications

Certified Hardware & Software Implementation Specialists
Digital & Acoustic Leak Detection Equipment

Turnkey implementation services and project management

Consult with the experts at Metercor to move the needle
and improve performance
1-888-290-3070

www.metercor.com
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Authorized Distributors for:

Smart City Initiatives

Top Performing AquaMaster III
Electromagnetic Water Meter

Please support our ADVERTISERS. It is GOOD BUSINESS.
COMPANY

PAGE

PHONE

John Brooks Company Limited

49

877-624-5757

www.johnbrooks.ca

KGS Group

61

306-757-9681

www.kgsgroup.com

LiquiForce

2

800-265-0863

www.liquiforce.com

Mequipco Ltd.

25

800-663-9035

www.mequipco.com

Metercor

60

403-280-3070

www.metercor.com

MPE Engineering Ltd.

6

866-329-3442

www.mpe.ca

N.S. Pawliuk & Son Contracting Ltd.

7

877-479-4073

www.nspawliuk.com

NETZSCH Canada, Inc.

39

705-797-8426

www.pumps.netzsch.com

Nexom

44

888-426-8180

www.nexom.com

Nordevco Associates Ltd.

11

204-261-1801

www.nordevco.net

Parsons

51

403-228-9450

www.parsons.com

PICA

61

780-469-4463

www.picacorp.com

Ramtech Environmental Products

57

403-221-8585

www.ramtech.ca

Ron's Plumbing & Heating (1980) Ltd.

45

306-236-5625

Smith & Loveless Inc.

14

800-898-9122

www.smithandloveless.com

Stantec Consulting

58

780-917-7000

www.stantec.com

Taber Solids Control Ltd.

26

780-466-7799

www.tabersolidscontrol.com

Univar Canada

52

855-888-8648

www.univar.com

VFOLD Inc.

3

877-818-3653

www.vfoldinc.com

WD Industrial Group

8

204-896-1333

www.groupwd.com

WSP

9

905-882-4211

www.wsp.com

Xylem Inc.

29

800-588-7867

www.xylemwatersolutions.com/ca

To reach water industry professionals in
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, NWT
and Nunavut through Western Canada Water
and its targeted readership, please contact me.

WEB SITE

Rod Evason, Marketing Manager
1-877-985-9710
Fax: 1-866-985-9799
rod@kelman.ca

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
www.kgsgroup.com

www.picacorp.com 1-800-661-0127

•
•
•
•

Water and Wastewater Treatment
Water Quality Management
Water Resources
Landfill Design & Monitoring
Environmental Monitoring & Reporting
Environmental Assessment / Audits
Industrial & Municipal Pollution
Prevention Facilities
Civil / Structural
Mechanical - piping, materials
handling & HVAC
Electrical & Automation
Hydrogeology

Winnipeg, MB Regina, SK Thunder Bay, ON Mississauga, ON
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Convenient
laboratories
across Canada,
including...
n
n
n

Right Solutions • Right Partner
www.alsglobal.com

n

Alberta
Manitoba
NW Territories
Saskatchewan

Your local partner for
drinking water &
wastewater
analytical testing.
Call for a quote on your testing programs!

Scan this QR code or visit the webpage
below to contact ALS and request a quote:
wwwna.alsglobal.com/water-testing-wcw

Building Better Communities

New pipeline provides Fort McMurray’s
south service area with a robust and
resilient water supply network

Creating a resilient and sustainable stormwater management solution for City of
Calgary’s Sunnyside community

Associated Engineering provides consulting services in planning,
engineering, landscape architecture, environmental science, project

Winners of
2018 Consulting Engineers
of Alberta
Award of Excellence

management, and asset management. We specialize in the water,
infrastructure, environmental, transportation, energy, and building
sectors.
Our holistic approach considers climate change impacts to create
sustainable and resilient solutions. We consider strategies for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, energy use, water consumption and reuse.

A Carbon Neutral Company
www.ae.ca

They both do the
same thing...

but one
does it better...

Prevent grease blockages
and replace traditional steel
or concrete traps with the robust,
modern performance of Endura®

EnduraInterceptor.com | 1-800-461-5300
Need technical support? tech-support@endurainterceptor.com

